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The Dean Reports

ur teaching mission is to prepare the next
generation of iawyers through education at the
J.D. ievei. Any new programs that we undertake
must support that mission. Yet we have now
moved beyond J.D. education, offering the LL.M. in two
fieids as weii as an array of continuing education. In this
report, I want to explain our post-J.D. programs and their
rationale.

Theme I: Financial Diversity
Our central mission demands that we broaden our
financial base. Our dependence on tuition from J.D.
students means that we are subject to external forces,
including the number of applicants to law schools, the
ability and willingness of applicants to borrow money,
and the speed at which jobs are created. Tuition depen
dence puts us at significant risk. It may limit our ability to
cut enrollment; if applications drop and our enrollment
does not, we can expect a decrease in student quality. If
applicants are unable or unwilling to borrow money to
finance high-quality private legal education, they will go
to public law schools. And if jobs are not available,
applicants will be reluctant to assume debt to pay
private-school tuition. As long as we depend on J.D.
tuition as our most significant income source, the quality
of our program and its financial underpinnings are
subject to forces beyond our control.

Centennial Initiative Campaign
I hope that these remarks have caused you to think
automatically of the Centennial Initiative Campaign. Its
central purpose is to strengthen our program by raising
$25 million and diversifying our financial base. We limited
ourselves to a modest building expansion because we
want to add dollars to endowment as well as buy bricks
and mortar. Increased endowment—whether it supports
financial aid, faculty research, library acquisitions, or
some other purpose—broadens our financial base and
eases our dependence on J.D. tuition. The two or three
million dollars that I expect to raise this year for our
financial aid endowments will shield us against external
forces that are increasingly hostile to legal education.
Recently one of our graduates asked me why she should
consider increasing her Annual Fund gift when she
believes that there are already too many lawyers. My
answer was simple; the surest way of guaranteeing that
legal education will train too many lawyers too superfi
cially is to withdraw resources from law schools. The best
Way of ensuring that legal education is intensive and
selective is to make private legal education less depen
dent on tuition dollars.
That is why 1 am pleased to announce that Paul Clarke ’34
of Fort Wayne, Indiana, recently contributed another
$700,000 to the campaign—on top of the $1,082,000
that this great man of the law school had already
given us. I am adding his gift to our financial aid endowoient so that next year the income derived from it will

make us less dependent on J.D. tuition. Thanks to Paul
Clarke and many other graduates and friends around the
country, we will keep legal education intensive and
selective.
But despite such generosity, we cannot count on charita
ble gifts alone. The LL.M. programs are another means by
which we can strengthen our institution.

Theme II: Teaching the
Profession, Teaching Us
But post-J.D programs do much more than that. It is clear
that we must build bridges between law schools and the
legal profession. The great investments that the schools
have made in teaching lawyering skills and the lawyering
process mean that our graduates are far better prepared
than ever before for the practical realities of the legal
profession. But we must do more, and we cannot do
enough in three years or within our financial constraints.
Law schools must be a part of lifelong learning. Change is
rapid in the law, in the theories that animate the law, and
in the legal profession itself. For the profession to
prosper, it must continually reinvent itself, keeping pace
with changes in technology, professional organization,
and the intersection of law, society, and business.
Within the academy, we do our job well when we prepare
new lawyers for lifelong learning. Our central mission is
to teach the process of problem identification and
problem solving, the underlying structure of law, and the
skill of self evaluation so that our graduates can learn
from their own experiences. But even that is no longer
enough. I believe that law schools must educate the
practicing profession and must learn from the practicing
profession.
1 am scarcely alone in this opinion. Witness the report
issued last August by the Task Force on Law Schools and
the Profession chaired by former ABA President Robert B.
MacCrate. Even the title of that report, “Legal Education
and Professional Development—An Educational Contin
uum,” suggests that legal education is something more
than a three-year stint in academia. According to MacCrate, the report “advances a concept that lawyer
development is a continuum, starting before law school
and progressing and refining throughout the lawyer’s
entire professional life. Given that continuum, the
responsibility for providing society with a profession of
excellence does not lie solely with law schools or the
practicing bar. Rather, it must be a common enterprise
of both.”
In that spirit, we have begun two LL.M. programs. One is
the LL.M. in United States Legal Studies, which our
brochure explains as follows: “Our program is designed to
give lawyers who receive their law degree outside the
United States an opportunity to study the United States
legal system. This one-year program, which begins in the
fall only, requires full-time attendance. It is open to
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Our new LL.M. in Tcixation follows a different model. It is
designed to enhance the capacity of practitioners in our
region to deal with complex tax issues. Leon Cabinet is
the director, and Charies Kerester has joined the faculty
as program administrator (see page 3). Our regular
faculty teach some of the courses, but many are taught by
local attorneys serving as adjunct faculty. We schedule
courses in the evening and on Saturday, and students can
get the LL.M. degree in three years by taking two courses
a semester. But we also welcome students (accountants
and other nonlawyers, for example) who are not degree
candidates and want to take just a course or two.
Although we designed a part-time program, we already
have three full-time students; this may develop into a full
time program faster than we ever anticipated. We hope

The first LL.M. class in US. legal studies. Left: Gabriel de la Merced
holds the LL.B. from the University of Manila, where he was a
student editor of the Philippine Law Journal. He is a member of
the New York state bar. Center: Victor Khvesenya, from Belorus,
received his law degree in 1984 from Byelorussian State University
in Minsk. He has worked in Siberia as a prosecutor and in San
Diego as a federal defender. He is attending CWRU as a Benjamin
Franklin Fellow under the auspices of the American Bar Asso
ciation. Right: Olivier Lhomme is a graduate of the University of
Paris; in June he received a five-year law degree in international
trade law.

attorneys with U.S. law degrees only under special
circumstances. Students in the program share classes and
activities with American law students enrolled in our J.D.
program and participate in the full intellectual life of the
law school. In addition to the regular classes, our LL.M.
students participate in weekly noncredit seminars led by
lawyers from the Cleveland legal community.”
Unlike many master’s programs for foreign lawyers, ours
is not designed to emphasize international or compara
tive law, but to give students a one-year immersion in the
American legal system. Indeed, ours is the only program I
know of that is formally designated “United States Legal
Studies.” Several other features are distinctive. A curricu
lum enrichment program gives LL.M. students ample
opportunity to interact with J.D. students and with
practicing lawyers. Each LL.M. candidate is assigned a
student mentor from the school’s Society of International
Law Students and a practitioner mentor from a Cleveland
firm or corporation. We also arrange internships so that
the students can work in law firms or corporations when
they complete their course work. We expect that our
program will appeal to quite a variety of foreign lawyers.
Does this strengthen the central mission of the law
school? Without a doubt. The foreign students enrich the
learning environment for our J.D. students, in classrooms
and in less formal settings—e.g., on the bridge. By
providing us with an international alumni network they
will expand opportunities for our students to study and
work outside the U.S., and eventually they will make it as
easy for you to get referrals from a fellow alumnus in
Brussels as from a fellow alumna in Boston. Becausp we
are marketing the program to more than one thousand
colleges and universities and through almost two thou
sand lawjirms around the world, we are spreading the
name and fame of our law school. And because the
program adds little expense to our budget, it broadens
our financial base.
Despite limited marketing, we have three students in this
first year. Next year we can expect ten to fifteen. We will
see increasingly selective admissions with a growing
reputation.
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that in time we will have an LL.M. in
any between the two coasts.

tcix as

prominent as

Although the tax LL.M. costs us more than the LL.M. for
foreign lawyers, it is sound financially and it adds to our

John Murphy holds
the distinction of
being the very first
registrant in the tax
LL.M. program. He
is a lawyer (J.D.
1979, Cleveland
State) and a
certified public
accountant. Before
taking his law
degree, he worked
for the Internal
Revenue Service.
Afterwards he held
a series of positions
with such major
corporations as
American Greetings
and Eaton until
deciding, about two
years ago, to go
forth on his own. His work is a mix of law, accounting, real estate,
and financial planning. He would be a busy man even without the
need to be a marketer as well, and even without taking time for
LL.M. studies. For the moment, he plans just one course at a time.

revenue. For our J.D. students who are interested in a tax
specialty, it offers an array of advanced courses. It makes
us more attractive to J.D. applicants who are thinking of
specializing in taxation. Even for applicants with no
particular interest in a tcix specialty, our having a master’s
program is evidence of our quality. Without a doubt, we
are a stronger institution because of this program.

beyond Traditional CLE
We have not forgotten our commitment to continuing
legal education. We are accelerating and diversifying our
program, in the hope of finding new market niches for
academic-based continuing education.
CLE as traditionally conceived—i.e., one person lecturing
to an auditorium filled with lawyers—is far from ade
quate. We know that the best learning is interactive, not
only because the students absorb more, but because in
the context of continuing education they have so much to
give to the dialogue. We know that education should meet
the needs of those being educated; it is a waste of
resources to have peopie drowsing in a lecture hall to
meet a bureaucratic requirement. Finally, although any
CLE program must be intensely practical, it is a failure if it'

does not increase the participants’ capacity to analyze
and solve legal problems, to make connections between
legal theories, and to think creatively.
It is not clear to me that the profession yet understands
the value of that more demanding, more interactive CLE.
We have no established tradition of executive education,
of returning to the academy. Because time is money, we
are reluctant to make investments in human capital when
the payoff is not immediate. That may mean that the law
school’s initiatives in post-J.D. education will not grow
quickly. But 1 am convinced that our school ought to be a
leader in innovative post-J.D. education.
We have had some early success. During Alumni
Weekend, two of our faculty—Wilbur Leatherberry and
Kathryn Mercer—presented an interactive program on
alternative dispute resolution, based on problem sets that
they had prepared, to an audience of some one hundred
lawyers. Besides organizing our own CLE series, we have
brought the National Institute of Trial Advocacy to
Northeast Ohio—a model of continuing education that
highlights student participation and splendidly mixes the
academic and the practical. In November we sponsored a
conference on U.S./Japan Business Transactions: Policy,

Licensing & Intellectual Property Issues, a complement to
our annual Canada/U.S. law conference (see page 26). As
you can see, we are looking for new forms of continuing
education and constantly forging new partnerships in
lifelong learning between our faculty and practicing
lawyers.
We cannot know how quickly, or even in what direction,
our post-J.D. programs will develop. Our goal this year is
to perfect and expand the programs now in place, and to
consolidate our victories. But it is not hard to imagine a
law school where practicing attorneys return regularly for
seminars on current problems, and where practitioners
and faculty have ongoing interactive discussions about
law, the legal process, and legal education. All of this will
help our faculty to understand changes in the legal
profession and in legal practice and to see the impact of
theories in the real world. It will involve us in the continu
ing development of the profession, and it will relieve our
students and our alumni of some of the burden of
supporting first-rate legal education. Yes, it will broaden
our financial base.
—Peter M. Gerhart
Dean

Professor Charles J. Kerester
It may be more than coincidence that the law school
established an LL.M. in tcixation in the same year that
Attorney Chuck Kerester reached retirement age at Jones,
Day, Reavis & Pogue. For Kerester, who could not imagine
putting himself and his intellect out to pasture, launching
the new program meant a splendid opportunity to shift
careers from law practice to law teaching. For the school,
it meant bringing to the regular full-time faculty a truly
distinguished practitioner who had demonstrated, as an
adjunct lecturer, his abilities as a teacher and his desir
ability as an academic colleague.
Kerester holds both bachelor’s and law degrees—both

summa cum laude—from Ohio State University. In Febru
ary, 1952, he was first on the Ohio bar exam, and for the
next forty years his legal career fulfilled that high
promise. Except for a stint with the federal government
(more on that later), he has been with Jones Day through
out. His tax-centered practice has included corporate
reorganizations, international tax issues, executive
compensation, tax-exempt organizations. Tax Court
litigation, and representation of taxpayers in appeals
before the IRS. He has made the list of Best Lawyers in
America since its first publication in 1985.
Kerester chaired the Cleveland Bar Association’s annual
Tax Institute in 1968 and has been a frequent participant.
He also chaired the CBA’s Task Force on Subchapter C
(1984-1987) and served as vice-chair and chair of the
General Tax Committee (1972-1976). For the American
Bar Association he has been an active member of the
Section of TcLxation’s Committee on Foreign Activities of
U.S. Taxpayers and recently served on a Task Force of the
Subcommittee on Code § 482 relating to “transfer
pricing”: in 1985 he was vice chair of a Committee on
Integration of Corporations and Shareholders. He has
been president (in 1976-77) of the Tax Club of Cleveland
and has chaired the Eastern Great Lakes Region of the
International Fiscal Association, U.S. Branch.

For about twenty years
Kerester was a consultant
to the tax committee of an
international economic
policy association in
Washington, D.C., a taxexempt civic organization
whose membership
included various multina
tional corporations. The
committee analyzed
proposed changes in tax
laws and regulations
affecting international
transactions, and submitted
statements and memoranda to Congressional tcix commit
tees and to the U.S. Treasury Department.
From January 1958 to June 1960 Kerester served as a staff
attorney for the Joint Committee on Taxation of the U.S.
Congress—an experience that he has likened to “a Ph.D.
in tax. There he had a hand in the tax legislation enacted
in 1958, 1959, and 1960, including Subchapter S: he
reviewed proposed changes in tax policy, helped to draft
statutes and committee reports, and on behalf of the staff
analyzed, for submission to the Senate Committee on
Foreign Relations, tax treaties then under consideration.
Although Kerester had done some CLE programs for the
law school, his really close involvement with the school
began in 1989. That spring, he says, “Leon Cabinet and
Mel Durchslag [then the associate dean for academic
affairs] asked if I would fill in one semester for Leon and
another semester for Erik Jensen, while they were on
leave.” He became what we might call a Regular Visitor,
teaching basic Federal Income Taxation in the fall and
Corporate Tax Problems in the spring. And the dean
invited him to help plan an LL.M. program.
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The idea for such a program goes back at least twenty
years, says Kerester; he has seen local tax lawyers go off
to Washington and New York for advanced training, and
he has repeatedly heard the question: “Why isn’t there a
tax LL.M. program in Cleveland?” Surveying local practi
tioners in the fall of 1990, Kerester found considerable
interest in a proposed program. It was early 1992 before
the law faculty approved the idea, and May before it
passed the university’s Faculty Senate. It was August 3
before enough students were registered to make the
program a certainty for this academic year.
Despite that late starting date, Kerester was able to
recruit teachers. He says he is delighted that so many
well-qualified tax professionals have been willing to share
their knowledge and experience. It’s not the modest
honorarium, he says, and it’s not that any one of them
needs another line on an already-impressive resume.
Rather, “they want to give something back to the profes

sion.” Kerester also praises the commitment of Professors
Cabinet and Jensen. “We would not have been able to get
ABA accreditation,” he says, “without their participation.
They are teaching evenings and early mornings to make
the program possible.”
After successfully beginning the program on just a few
weeks’ notice, Kerester is confident that it will attract
increasing numbers of participants—tcix professionals
from Northeast Ohio, as well as full-time students from
around the country. Many of those enrolled are paying
their own way; they see the LL.M. degree—or even a few
courses—as a valuable personal investment. Others are
being sent by their employers. Says Kerester, “Clients are
no longer willing to pay for the training of young associ
ates at a law firm. The firms are realizing that they have
to get their young lawyers up to speed.”
—K.E.T.

Professor Sarcevic Goes to Washington
In his second semester at the law school as the John D.
Drinko—Baker & Hostetler Visiting Professor, Petar
Sarcevic has been called to Washington to serve as
Croatian ambassador to the United States. He began his
duties early in October, though at this writing he has not
yet presented his credentials at the White House.
Sarcevic concluded his lectures at the law school in the
last week of October. Since his diplomatic appointment
was known to be a possibility, arrangements had already
been made for another European visitor to team-teach his
course on European Community law and his international
law seminar. H. U. Jessurun d’Oliveira, of the European
University Institute, arrived in Cleveland shortly after
Sarcevic departed.
Sarcevic was born in Vojvodina, studied law at Zagreb
University, and continued postgraduate study in Amster
dam and Mainz. After practicing law in Subotica for seven
years (he took over his father’s practice), he was
appointed to the faculty of Rijeka University, where he
became dean and then rector (president) of the univer-

sity. In that position he
was a visible but
nonpolitical Croatian
citizen; it is significant
that he comes to his
new appointment
without the baggage of a
political past.
When Sarcevic spoke
with In Brief \sX.e in
October, he was
beginning to recruit his
embassy staff—some,
like himself, from the
world of Academe. It
Petar Sarcevic
would be simple
enough, he said, if he
could step into an already functioning office; as it was, he
was having to construct the machinery.
His work as a diplomat will be a natural extension, he
said, of his career in law teaching; he expects to have
little difficulty crossing the bridge between the theoretics
and the practical. And he said that he expected to
continue a commitment to scholarship; he was scheduled
to make several academic appearances during the winter
and spring, and he intended to honor those
'commitments. '
His first task, Sarcevic said, would be to negotiate
bilateral agreements between the U.S. and the new
Croatian republic. With U.S./Croatian relations on a sound
footing, he hoped to work with the International Mone
tary Fund and the World Bank to improve his country’s
financial position.
Though Sarcevic had no idea how long he might remain in
his post, he told In Brief \hdX he did not expect “to retire
as a diplomat.” He still thinks of himself as a law profes
sor—“a professor who has been asked to help, and who
wants to do as much as he can.” He expects one day to
return to Academe, and to make scholarly use of his
experience in government service.

H. U. Jessurun d'Oliveira
Case Western Reserve University School of Law

The Conflict Between Community
Associations and Individual Owners
by Gerald Korngold
Professor of Law
esidential developers often impose schemes of
covenants, restrictions, and easements on tract
and high-rise housing developments in order to
make them more attractive. These servitudes, as
they are called, set use, building, and construction
restrictions on the lots. They often grant reciprocal rights
in common facilities for the development, such as parks,
roads, utilities, recreation areas, and they may provide for
the payment of fees by the owners for operation of the
facilities.

R

An increasing number of servitude regimes create an
association of the development’s property owners to
administer the facilities and servitudes. Such an arrange
ment may be structured as a homeowners association, a
condominium, or a cooperative corporation. For the
purposes of this article, the differences between these
various vehicles are not significant.
According to recent estimates, there are some 150,000 of
these associations in the United States, with 35 million
Americans living in such developments. The associations
are empowered to administer the servitude schemes
through decisions of the whole body of residents or
through a board or committees. In effect, the association
functions as a private government under the authority set
out in the governing documents. It administers and
maintains common areas, exercises discretionary power
with respect to the servitudes, sets rules and regulations,
addresses violations, provides services (such as trash
coilection and security), and collects and disburses fees.
In recent years, there have been any number of disputes
within associations over the extent to which individual
behavior can be regulated. More and more such disputes
are reaching the courts and receiving attention in the
popular press. For example, there have been disagree
ments over association rules on trash removal and noise,
architectural and aesthetic controls, restrictions on the
flying of flags (which especially produced conflicts during
the Gulf War), and limitations of occupancy to “tradi
tional” families (defined as a husband and wife and their
children), with one family per unit. Recent news items
report disputes over the use of a condominium swimming
pool by one owner to conduct baptisms, the stringing of
Christmas lights in vioiation of restrictions, and the
building of a succah (a temporary structure for the
observance of the Jewish holiday of Succot) in violation
of a ban on accessory structures. Repeatediy, we hear of
conflicts between associations and members who
installed elaborate outdoor swing sets for their children
without prior approval by a design committee.
These conflicts suggest a series of questions. What are
the permissible limits of servitude regimes and the rule of
private residential governments? How do we balance

Gerald Korngold received both B.A. andJ.D. degrees
from the University of Pennsylvania; he practiced law
in Philadelphia before beginning his academic career
at the New York Law School. He joined our faculty in
1987. For more extensive treatment of the issues he
discusses here, see his article, “Resolving the Flaws of
Residential Servitudes and Owners Associations: For
Reformation Not Termination” (1990 Wisconsin Law
Review 513), and his book, Private Land Use
Arrangements: Easements, Reai Covenants, and
Equitable Servitudes (Shepard’s/McGraw-Hill 1990,

Supplement 1992).
communal goals and individual rights? I believe that we
need an analytical framework to reach an appropriate
resolution of these competing interests.
We need to understand and articulate the policies
supporting servitudes and association rule. Servitudes
effectuate private consensual arrangements based on
market choices. In that way they are like contracts, and
like contracts they should generally be enforced—for
several reasons.

Benefits of Servitudes
First, servitudes help promote efficient allocation of our
limited land resources. By using servitudes people can
buy portions of others’ land rights without having to
spend more resources than necessary. If 1 don’t want a
factory next to my house, 1 can prevent that by buying a
covenant running with the land; 1 don’t have to buy the
whole fee interest in the property. Moreover, subdivision
and condominium regimes bring reciprocal benefits along
with the burdens they impose. By joining together, the
community can afford common facilities—e.g., a pool,
tennis courts—that none of the members could purchase
individually. The courts recognize these efficiencies of
servitudes.
Second, it is the courts’ strong policy that people are
under a moral obligation to live up to their promises.
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You should not be able to buy land under a restriction,
presumably for a lesser price, and then ignore the
covenant. You should not be able to reject unilaterally a
covenant which you knew about when you made the
purchase and which your neighbors have reiied on you to
foilow. One court took a strict moral tone as it ordered a
married coupie to ieave their condominium, which had a
no-children restriction, after having a child; “All young
couples buying living units can foresee the possibility of
children and this restriction has not ‘snuck’ up on them,
for they well knew of it prior to purchase or conception.
The choice was theirs.” (Franklin v. White Egret Condo
minium, 358 So. 2d 1084 [Fla. Dist Ct. App. 1977], now
in doubt after the Federal Fair Housing Act amendments
of 1988.)
Third, servitudes are desirable because they allow
freedom of choice. People can buy into communities that
they believe will let them live as they want to live.
Enforcing the rules helps to “promote the health, happi
ness, and peace of mind” of the owners. (Hidden Harbor
Estates, Inc. v. Norman, 309 So. 2d 180 [Fla. Dist. Ct.
App. 1975])
Finally, the community association has the additional
benefits of neighborly compromise, flexibility, and the
opportunity for democratic participation in communal
land use decisions.

Problems of Private Governments
Since servitude regimes provide such important benefits,
there is general agreement that in most situations they
should be enforced. But there are some situations where
servitudes present such a significant threat to personal
autonomy that the courts must trump the private
agreement and refuse enforcement.

are tougher cases, involving important personal values.
The courts might address those difficult cases by evolv
ing a test that balances the importance of the interest
against the need for the regulation in light of communal
goals and fallout of the owner’s activity. I believe that
under my approach nearly all covenants would be
enforceable, and the courts would set aside the
consensual arrangement only in exceptional and
important cases.
Some people have suggested that the courts should not
intrude at all and should simply enforce the agreements
of the parties; they have argued, further, that the market
will not tolerate servitudes that are unduly restrictive on
personal autonomy. I reject their argument for two
reasons. First, even if the market will indeed control most
developers and limit unacceptable covenants, that does
not mean that courts should not act in the few situations
where personal autonomy is threatened. Further, there is
the painful memory of racial covenants that were fully
viable until the United States Supreme Court held them
unconstitutional in Shelley v. Kramer, using a generous
reading of state action. I believe that the law of servitudes
should be able to deal with such assaults on personal
autonomy within the context of servitude law itself, under
a doctrine barring enforcement of servitudes that violate
public policy.
One of my favorite cartoons appeared a few years ago in
The New Yorker. It shows a beautiful townhouse develop
ment nestled in the distant hills with a long driveway
leading up to it. At the beginning of the driveway is an
imposing sign: Welcome to Condoville and the Illusion of
Owning Your Own Property. The cartoon is clear evidence
that we need to reach an appropriate balance of the
rights of the individual owner and the interests of the
community under servitude regimes and private residen
tial governments.

Courts often speak of a policy against restrictions on
land. While they don’t always make clear what that
means, 1 believe that their main concern is the power of
the dead hand. The enforcement of old, outdated restric
tions can prevent owners from shifting their land to uses
most needed today—as indicated by the market—and
satisfying society’s current demands. Enforcement of old
covenants permits past generations to control the future.
In effect winning the age-old battle of the generations. In
some situations, old restrictions can offend the personal
autonomy of the current owner in a fundamental way.
When old restrictions attempt to impose past values,
even intruding into the family home, they threaten a
strong current value—the privacy of home and family.

An Important Notice
About Alumni Address
Records
The Case Western Reserve University
Schooi ofiMW NEVER makes aiumni ad
dresses and telephone numbers available
for general commercial purposes.

Achieving a Balance
How then should we balance the benefits of servitude
enforcement and the problem of the dead hand? I believe
that covenants which control external behavior of owners
and which control fallout from an owner (and his or her
unit) on the rest of the community should be enforced.
But covenants that only regulate personal choices w^ithin
the home should not be enforced, even though the owner
was aware of the restriction before buying. In my view
noise ancLtrash controls would clearly be permissible and
aesthetic controls would be upheld because they affect
the environment and property values. But I would void
rules that limit occupancy of each unit to a traditional
single family. Flag flying and display of religious symbols
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However, we do share such information
with other alumni and often with current
students, and we respond to telephone in
quiries whenever the caller seems to have
a legitimate purpose in locating a particu
lar graduate. In general our policy is to be
open and helpful, because we believe the
benefits to everyone outweigh the risks.
If you want your own address records
to be more severely restricted, please
put your request in writing to the
Associate Dean for External Affairs,
Case Western Reserve University School
of Law, 11075 East Boulevard, Cleveland,
Ohio 44106-7148.

A Year at the
Federal Judicial Center
program. The interview process took the better part of
two days. The first day alone almost did me in. We
started with a tour of the Supreme Court, met with the
rom July 1991 through July 1992,1 was a Judicial
current judicial fellows and then with the administrative
assistant to the chief justice, had a formal lunch with
Fellow at the Federal Judicial Center, the research,
other Court officials, and spent more than two hours with
development, and training agency for the federal
representatives of the FJC and the AO. All this took only
courts. 1 spent the year working on studies of the
future of the judicial system with a remarkable group of
until mid-afternoon. We then were given a short break
before returning to the Court for a program presided over
lawyers and social scientists who have done unique and
by the chief justice. That was followed by a dinner with
vital studies leading to significant improvements in the
the Judicial Fellows Commission, which includes several
legal process. This was an unparalleled professional
prominent judges, the solicitor general, and two former
opportunity for me. ft also turned out to be a remarkable
presidents of the American Bar Association. During the
personal experience: 1 made many new friends and had a
dinner, each of the six finalists was asked to speak
chance to catch up with some old ones.
extemporaneously for several minutes.

by Jonathan L. Entin
Professor of Law

F

Getting the Gig
My route to the FJC began almost three years earlier in a
casual conversation with my colleague Bill Marshall about
the relevance of contemporary legal scholarship for
judicial decision making. One thing led to another, and
soon we were sketching out a conference for federal
judges. We took the idea to Dean Gerhart, who enthusias
tically endorsed it. 1 volunteered to contact someone 1
knew slightly from law school who had gone to work at
the center several years earlier (and with whom 1 would
work closely during my visit there). He passed my letter
on to John Godbold, former chief judge of the Fifth
Circuit, who was then the FJC’s director. Judge Godbold
also reacted with enthusiasm. There followed a series of
planning meetings, in which 1 was heavily involved. One
of the FJC representatives was Lane Sunderland, a
respected political scientist who was then the center’s
judicial fellow. The result was a very successful weeklong
conference that brought more than a dozen distinguished
judges to the law school in October 1989. (We did a
similar program for a larger group of judges in
March 1991.)
That experience interested me in becoming a judicial
fellow, but it did not guarantee my selection. The Judicial
Fellows Program affords lawyers and scholars the
opportunity to spend a year at the FJC, the Administra
tive Office of the U.S. Courts (which provides day-to-day
support to the federal judiciary), or the Supreme Court
(in the office of the administrative assistant to the chief
justice). Indeed, after reading the program brochure, 1
was unsure where 1 preferred to work. More sobering, the
competition for positions was described as “intense,” so 1
submitted my application with some trepidation.
In late January 1991,1 was chosen for an interview with
the thirteen-member commission that administers the

Having somehow survived all that, 1 managed to sleep for
a few hours before returning to the Supreme Court the
next morning for my formal interview with the commis
sion. That went off without incident, perhaps in part
because one of the commissioners was Judge William
Schwarzer of the Northern District of California, the new
director of the FJC and one of the participants in our 1989
conference at CWRU. A few weeks later. Judge Schwarzer
called and asked if 1 would come to the center as the new
judicial fellow.

Working and Learning at the Center
When 1 arrived in Washington, 1 was given an office in the
FJC’s research division even before it was clear what 1
would be doing or with whom 1 would be working. This
could have been inconvenient, because the center has
five divisions spread over three sites. The research
division was located in a satellite office three blocks from
the center’s headquarters, the elegant Dolley Madison
House (which borders Lafayette Park just across from the
White House and which everyone calls “the Dolley”). My
immediate predecessor, a political scientist, had worked
with people in the Dolley. His predecessor, now a chaired
professor at the University of Texas law school, had
worked in the research division, using the same office
now assigned to me; her name appeared on the opening
menu every time 1 turned on my computer. Lane Sunder
land, her predecessor, had been assigned to yet another
group that was located in the other satellite office.
The apparently arbitrary office assignment gave me some
wonderful neighbors. On one side was the deputy
director of the division, a former law professor with ties
to Ohio who provided a steady stream of helpful informa
tion and advice. On the other was a social psychologist
who had done some important research on juries and was
now directing a study of the experimental use of cameras
in selected federal district courts. Just a short distance
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down the hall were a
sociologist who has
analyzed several important
procedural innovations in
the courts of appeals and
an economist who, while
still in graduate school,
developed the bill-tracking
system that Lexis now uses
for both federal and state
legislative proposals.
Meanwhile, Judge
Schwarzer and William
Eldridge, the long-time
director of the research
division, were at pains to
allow me the greatest
possible choice of projects
to work on. I was supposed
to participate in the
center’s ongoing activities,
but they wanted to make
sure that 1 would derive
maximum benefit from
whatever 1 did.

their operations. This
required a fair amount of
digging, but I was able to
contact knowledgeable
officials in several states to
fill In some of the back
ground. In some Instances,
former students (Including
David Apy ’86, Angela Cox
’87, Timothy Me Donald
’90, and Susan Margulies
’91) put me in touch with
people who were extraordi
narily cooperative.

My primary effort,
however, was a study of a
form of judicial specializa
tion that arose out of
necessity rather than by
design. For almost twenty
years, the Fifth Circuit has
had a special panel to hear
cases involving the Federal
A member of the law faculty since 1984, Jon Entin teaches Property,
Administrative Law, a seminar titled Law and Social Science, and— Energy Regulatory Commis
his primary scholarly interest—courses in constitutional law. During sion. The panel was
created because many Fifth
his Judicial Fellowship year, he was photographed with Chief
Before long, it became
Circuit judges were
Justice William Rehnquist.
clear that my greatest
recusing themselves from
opportunities lay with a
FERC cases. The Fifth
major study of the structure of the federal courts of
Circuit includes Louisiana and Texas, leading producers
appeals. At the request of Congress, the FJC was in the
of oil and natural gas subject to FERC regulation. Not
midst of analyzing several reform proposals growing out
surprisingly, a substantial number of judges in the circuit
of the 1990 report of the Federal Courts Study Committee.
own land with mineral rights that could be affected by the
This project would give me a chance to learn about the
outcome of FERC litigation. After years of ad hoc efforts
current state of the courts of appeals, a subject that has
to find judges with no oil and gas interests, the court
interested me since my clerkship for Judge Ruth Bader
created a special panel of non-recused judges to hear
Ginsburg of the D.C. Circuit, and to learn how the FJC’s
FERC cases. No other circuit has adopted this approach,
experienced researchers do empirical studies of the
although several handle an appreciable number of
judicial process. There would be an additional benefit to
FERC matters.
working on this project: one of the people with whom 1
would be working was the old acquaintance from law
In short, we had a kind of natural experiment. It would
school to whom 1 had sent the original proposal for our
not be the ultimate test of specialization, because the
1989 conference.
judges who sat on the Fifth Circuit’s FERC panel heard a
wide variety of other cases. Besides, the number of
The main focus of my work on the court of appeals
decisions was comparatively small, and we could not
project turned out to be judicial specialization. Over the
control for every factor that might cause (or conceal)
past twenty years, various commentators have suggested
differences between the special panel’s approach and that
that many fields of law have become too complex for
of other courts considering similar issues.
generalist judges. Those concerns have led to proposals
for a science court to resolve disputes about technologi
Ultimately, we decided to compare the Fifth Circuit with
cal issues, for example. While that idea remains on the
the Tenth Circuit. Working with two members of the
drawing board, a few specialized courts do exist, notably
research division’s staff and an outside law professor who
the Tax Court and the relatively new Court of Appeals for
has written extensively on oil and gas law, I helped to
the Federal Circuit. At the same time, many critics have
design and carry out the study. I made several trips to
expressed fear that specialized courts could become too
New Orleans to examine hundreds of old Fifth Circuit
narrowly focused or might have other adverse conse
case files, and traveled through the South to Interview
' some of the judges who have served on the special panel
quences for the quality of justice. So far, the debate has
proceeded almost entirely at the normative level. We
at various times. Since our report is still In draft, I can’t
hoped to contribute an empirical perspective on the
yet discuss the findings. But I can say that I learned quite
relative advantages and disadvantages of specialist
a lot about the planning, design, and execution of other
versus generalist adjudication.
studies of the court system. Whatever I contributed to
the center’s work, then, was surely less than I learned
One'pail of my work was to compile information about
from being there.
specialized appellate courts in the states. Several such
tribunals exist. The most common deal with criminal
In addition to these primary projects, 1 became involved
appeals or workers’ compensation matters. We were not
with many other FJC programs and activities. For
in a position to evaluate these arrangements ourselves,
example, I was part of a working group that focused on
but we wanted to uncover whatever was known about
the problems judges would face in hearing reapportion
ment cases arising from the 1990 census. That group
contained representatives from several divisions. I also
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was invited to participate in the center’s annual research
conference, which brought together a select group of
scholars, judges, and practitioners concerned with the
discovery process in civil litigation. Various FJC
researchers also sought my advice about other projects,
treating me like a regular colleague rather than a tempo
rary sojourner.
So hospitable were my hosts that they invited me to their
semi-monthly staff meetings and even to a research
division weekend retreat. These sessions were much less
painful than you might expect, because they reflected the
extraordinarily collegial environment that Bill Eldridge
has provided for everyone (including secretaries, who are
referred to as staff assistants in order to make clear that
they are entitled to the same respect as the Ph.D.’s and
J.D.’s who work there). Perhaps the best way to convey
the atmosphere in the research division is to give you the
following memo, circulated after a September staff
meeting at which one person proposed that we stop using
tap water to make coffee:

Background: You may remember that, having
raised the possibility of using bottled water for
our coffee, 1 was tasked with investigating the
costs and benefits of my suggestion. The
empiricism 1 employed yielded anomalous
findings: on their face, the results showed that
the average size of a coffee cup in the division is
30 oz. Recognizing the appropriate relationship
between discretion and valor in the reporting of
paradigm-shattering data, 1 asked Joe for help.
Between us, we established the following
prospective study, which should help us arrive
at a good decision.

Method: Joe and 1 will contribute five gallons of
bottled water to the study. We will do this by
posting prominent signs on the coffee machine
and water cooler, asking everyone to use the
bottled water and to make a check mark on the
form provided. When we have used up the five
gailons, the study will be over. There are two
sorts of variables: subjective and objective. The
subjective variables are 1) whether you can taste
an improvement and 2) whether the convenience
of avoiding trips to the bathroom [to get tap
water] is large enough to bear the likely addi
tional cost, given whatever the experience with
taste enhancement turns out to be. We feel no
need to be rigorous about taste enhancement
testing methods: if it isn’t obviously better, then
that’s an important datum. The objective
variable is how many pots and cups the five
gallons will create. One might have thought that
the cup to pot ratio would have been the easiest
part of the first set of calculations. But not so:
there is an apparent discrepancy between the
estimated pots made per three-month period and
cups marked drunk [on the form next to the
coffee machine] in the same period. Hence the
need for a prospective study.
Joe and 1 will appreciate receiving your com
ments on the taste and convenience questions.
As a result of my FJC experience, 1 made a number of very
good friends. In addition, 1 helped some colleagues make
new friendships. Perhaps the most satisfying example
involved a former Barnard College psychology professor
who commuted every day from Baltimore. 1 had an old

friend from practice who had taught psychology at
Harvard before becoming a lawyer and who made the
same trip. My wife and 1 arranged to drive up to Baltimore
to have a three-couple dinner. It turned out that my FJC
colleague and my friend from practice had been riding in
the same car on the commuter train for two years but
had never spoken to each other. They and their spouses
have socialized frequently since our dinner outing.

Working with the Other
Judicial Fellows
As 1 mentioned earlier, there were judicial fellows at the
Administrative Office and at the Supreme Court. Jeffrey
Jackson, a law professor from Mississippi, spent the year
helping the AO’s iong-range planning office. Janice
Sumler-Edmond, a history professor turned lawyer,
worked at the Supreme Court on a variety of administra
tive projects. (She had been practicing in the same
Atlanta firm as Gilda Spears ’76.)
Jeff, Janice, and 1 became close friends. One of Janice’s
tasks was to brief the many visiting dignitaries who came
to the Court. Because the number of briefings sometimes
became overwhelming, Jeff and 1 occasionally took on
part of this work. Among the visitors 1 spoke with were
judges and lawyers from Algeria, Italy, Mexico, Senegal,
and Venezuela, and a delegation of administrative law
specialists from China.
Probably the most rewarding briefing 1 did involved a
group of Russian emigres in an acculturation program
organized by the Greater Washington Jewish Community
Center. The Court asked me to speak to them about
American history and institutions. Most of the group
spoke little or no English, so the JCC staff coordinator,
who had been in this country for less than two years,
served as my interpreter. At the end of a two-hour
discussion that was marked by some very sophisticated
questions, they asked me to return for another session.
That was another remarkable experience. They then
invited me back yet again. That third program took place
the week after the acquittal of the Los Angeles police
officers in the Rodney King case, so we talked in great
detail about American law and the history of race
relations in this country. Working with this group was one
of the high points of my year.
Another highlight of the Judicial Fellows Program was a
series of informal lunches at the Supreme Court. Our
guests included former Chief Justice Burger, Chief Justice
Rehnquist, retired Justices Thurgood Marshall and Lewis
Powell, Solicitor General Kenneth Starr, and several Court
administrators. We also attended the investiture cere
mony for Justice Clarence Thomas and the Washington
meetings of the Judicial Conference of the United States, a
group consisting of the chief justice, the chief judges of
the circuits, and one district judge from each circuit.
One other satisfaction was assisting in the planning of the
Brookings Institution’s conference on the administration
of justice that was held during the spring in Annapolis,
Maryland. This was not exactly a junket though, because
we had to draft the conference report. Working with
people from Brookings offered important benefits. For
one thing, 1 got to know several scholars at that presti
gious think tank. For another, 1 was invited to sit in at
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their free-wheeling Friday lunch roundtable discussion—
the model for a CWRU faculty public affairs group that 1
take part in.
The judicial fellows shared another experience. We were
included in programs with the White House fellows, a
group of younger professionals who work in various
offices in the executive branch. Among the speakers were
(then) chief of staff John Sununu, General Colin Powell,
and former surgeon general C. Everett Koop. Perhaps the
most memorable of the White House fellows’ events was
an informal lunch with National Public Radio correspon
dent Nina Totenberg, who first reported Anita Hill’s sexual
harassment allegations, shortly after Justice Thomas was
confirmed. The first question she got was unsympathetic
but courteous. The second question began, “1 think you’re
in the business of character assassination,” and things
went downhill from there.

Staying in Touch with CWRU
Although 1 spent the year in Washington, 1 was never very
far from the law school. This became apparent within a
few days of my arrival when several people from the
research division took me out to lunch. While we were
waiting to cross a street, Cheryl Becker ’89 stopped to
talk with me. I saw many other former students during
the year, including Jessica Abrahams ’90, Emery Bright
’91, Isabela Correa ’91, Irah Conner ’91, Sophia Goodman
’90, Neil Kinkopf ’91, Jim Lang ’89, Steve Laughton ’86,
Kevin Meisner ’90, David and Debra Palmer ’87, and
Randy Reade ’87. A particularly happy occasion was a
delightful weekend afternoon with Catherine Cover, who
retired to Washington after serving as administrative
assistant to a succession of deans. Meanwhile, 1 received
a steady stream of mail and telephone calls from CWRU;
once while 1 was on the phone with one member of the
faculty two others were on hold waiting to talk with me.
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One of the most important messages 1 received during the
year came from my colleague Erik Jensen, who asked me
to help draft the proposal that resulted in the law
school’s selection by the Association of American Law
Schools to be the new home of the Journal of Legal
Education. Although our editorial term did not officially
begin until July 1, Erik managed to supply me with a
prodigious volume of manuscripts several weeks earlier.
The Journal is one of the few peer-reviewed publications
in legal scholarship. One benefit of my tenure at the
FJC was that 1 can now call upon several researchers for
help (on their own time) in evaluating some of the
submissions.

Renewing Old Friendships and
Making New Ones
In an important sense, spending the year at the FJC was
also something of a homecoming. Before 1 joined the
CWRU faculty, 1 had worked in Washington as a judicial
clerk and then, for two years, as an attorney with Steptoe
& Johnson. Returning gave me a chance to see Judge
Ginsburg again on an occasion other than the increasingly
hectic annual clerks’ reunion. And 1 was able to get
together with many friends from my days in practice.
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Another significant contact was a law school classmate
who now teaches at Howard University. We saw each
other several times, and he invited me to conduct a
faculty workshop at Howard in April. That was one of
several presentations 1 made during the year. The FJC,
most accommodatingly, allowed me to travel to Peters
burg, Virginia, in February to give a paper at the Southern
Conference on Afro-American Studies, and to Philadelphia
in May to present two papers to the Law and Society
Association (where a number of other FJC researchers
were on the program). 1 also did a colloquium at CWRU’s
Mandel Center for Nonprofit Organizations on a trip home
in December.
One last highlight of my year occurred during the final
week of my fellowship. In connection with my own
research on Virginia’s campaign of Massive Resistance to
Brown u. Board of Education, 1 had corresponded with
Kenneth Morland, a retired sociology professor at
Randolph-Macon College. Professor Morland and his wife
had been among the few white liberals in Virginia who
raised their voices at the time, and for their temerity they
had been the target of cross-burnings and other segrega
tionist threats. Just a few days before returning to
Cleveland, my wife and 1 visited the Morlands. We had a
wonderful time with those courageous souls. On our way
back to Washington, we stopped in Farmville, the seat of
Prince Edward County, which closed its public schools for
five years rather than comply with Brown. We could
almost feel the ghost of Massive Resistance as we walked
through town.

Not ever5rthing went smoothly. For example, at school 1
rely heavily on electronic mail to stay in touch with
people both on and off campus. Unfortunately, the FJC’s
e-mail system was rudimentary. There was a basic
internal network, but communication with the outside
world was exceedingly cumbersome. A month after 1
requested an e-mail account, they managed to improvise
something that worked for only five days before crashing
irreparably. 1 wound up sharing someone else’s account
for the rest of my time there.
There was also some disruption to my personal life. While
1 was renting a furnished efficiency apartment in Washing
ton, my wife kept her job at the Oberlin College comput
ing center. We spent the year commuting. We had done
something similar throughout my law school years, and
we thought a few months’ return to a commuter marriage
wouldn’t be so bad. Now that the experience is behind us,
though, we’ve decided not to try anything like that again.
Despite these drawbacks, my year was an almost unquali
fied success. 1 learned a remarkable amount about the
operation of the federal courts, developed some research
skills that should affect my scholarship for years to come,
dnd made persoital contacts that already have paid
dividends for me and for the law school. 1 used several
FJC studies this fall in my Law and Social Science Seminar
and expect to incorporate other FJC materials at least
indirectly in several of my other courses.

Dean Bill Leatherberry
Wilbur C. Leatherberry ’68 became
associate dean of the law school for
academic affairs on September 1,
succeeding Calvin Sharpe, who has
returned to full-time teaching.
The associate dean’s responsibilities
include academic planning, schedul
ing, the hiring of adjunct faculty, and
the (academic) advising of students.
Announcing Leatherberry’s appoint
ment, Dean Peter Gerhart said, “His
long experience on the faculty, the
leadership role he has played on
various committees, his good
judgment, and his Interpersonal
skills make him an ideal person for
this job.”
Leatherberry holds two degrees, B.A.
and J.D., from CWRU. As an under
graduate he was elected to Phi Beta
Kappa; as a law student, he held a
DeWitt Scholarship, served on the
Law Review, and was elected to the
Order of the Coif.
After graduation he worked for the
Cleveland Legal Aid Society, then
went to Washington in 1971 as
legislative assistant to Congressman
Louis Stokes. He returned to Cleve
land and the CWRU law faculty in
1973. In 1991 he was winner of the
Law Alumni Association’s Distin
guished Teacher Award.
Courses taught by Leatherberry have
included Insurance, Contracts, Sales,
and a seminar. Products Liability. He

administers the simulation
course called The Lawyering
Process, and each year he
has charge of the Client
Counseling Competition. He
is faculty editor of In Brief.
In recent years Leatherberry
has been promoting and
teaching alternative dispute
resolution. With Professor
Paul Gerhart of CWRU’s
Weatherhead School of
Management, and with
funding from the Cleveland
Foundation, he developed an
ADR course that is now
offered to law and manage
ment students and conducted
two programs, one on mass
torts and one on business
disputes, for lawyers and
managers. Judge Thomas
Lambros appointed him co
chair of the ADR Committee of the
U.S. District Court for the Northern
District of Ohio, a committee that
designed, and drafted rules for, an
ADR program for the court. He has
just received a grant from the Ohio
Commission on Dispute Resolution
and the Ohio Supreme Court for a
study of the mediation program of the
Cuyahoga County Court of Common
Pleas.

on the regulation of political action
committees (1985). Other pieces
have appeared in the Rutgers Law
Review, the Washington University
Law Quarterly, and the Notre Dame
Journal of Legislation. Also to his
authorial credit are chapters in

Negotiating to Settlement in Divorce
(ed. S. Katz, Prentice Hall, 1987) and

Family Dispute Resolution Litigation
and Its Alternatives (ed. J. McLeod,
Carswell 1987).

Leatherberry has published two
articles in the Case Western Reserve
Law Review, one on no-fault automo
bile insurance (1976) and the other

Terrill A. Hyde, shown here with
Professor Leon Cabinet, visited
CWRU in November as our Norman
A. Sugarman Tax Scholar in Resi
dence. She delivered the Sugarman
Tax Lecture, co-sponsored by the
Cleveland Tax Institute of the
Cleveland Bar Association.
Hyde is a partner in the Washington
firm of Wilmer, Cutler & Pickering.
She left the firm in 1989 for a stint
in the U.S. Treasury Department—
as deputy tctx legislative counsel
until 1991, then as tax legislative
counsel until July 1992, when she
returned to Wilmer Cutler. She is a
graduate of the University of
Nebraska College of Law.
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Two U.S. Congressmen
In the new U.S. Congress the CWRU
School of Law can claim some credit
for not one but two newly-elected
representatives: Martin R. Hoke ’80,
from the Tenth District of Ohio, and
Lincoln R. Diaz-Balart ’79, from
Florida’s Twenty-first District. Both
are Republicans. Both have received
national attention—Hoke as a
political novice (“unknown million
aire” was one description) who
suddenly appeared on the scene and
defeated longtime Congresswoman
Mary Rose Oakar in what had
seemed a solidly Democratic district,
and Diaz-Balart (of Cuban heritage)
as one of a significantly greater
number of minority congresspersons.

Martin Hoke grew up just west of
Cleveland, in Lakewood and Lorain.
His father was a neurosurgeon, and
his maternal grandfather—John Vasu,
a Romanian immigrant—was a West
Side restaurateur. Hoke chose the site
of his grandfather’s restaurant, the
corner of West 55th and Detroit, to
announce his candidacy for Congress
last April.

When he finished law school in 1980,
Hoke started his own home-basement
law practice. He also founded a
business. Red Carpet Airport Car
Care. His campaign biography notes
that his father contributed half of
that $20,000 investment, and that
Hoke also benefited from the inher
ited “entrepreneurial spirit of his
grandfather.”
According to that biography, “The
business prospered and he started
Red Carpet Cellular in 1985. The
companies grew to eventually employ
75 people and serve more than
10,000 customers in two states.
“Martin’s role as founder and
president of Red Carpet Cellular
encompassed all aspects of the
business, ranging from hiring
employees and managing finances to
developing and executing the
marketing plan. Red Carpet Cellular
continues to thrive today under the
management of Cellular One. Red
Carpet Car Care is owned (since
1989) by BP America.”

Faithful readers of In Brief may
remember meeting Lincoln DiazBalart about five years ago in a
“Focus on Miami” feature. At that
time he was a member of the Florida
legislature.

Hoke’s education began in the Lorain
public schools and included two
years at the Western Reserve
Academy in Hudson, where he
graduated. He took his bachelor’s
degree (magna cum laude) at
Amherst College in 1973 and arrived
at the law school in 1977.

When Fidel Castro took power in
Cuba, the Diaz-Balart family—Lincoln
and his brother and their parents—
happened to be in the United States.
Lincoln’s father and Fidel had been
“best friends in law school,” Lincoln
told In Brief, “it was my father who
got Fidel interested in politics. Then
Fidel married my father’s sister.”
Nevertheless, Lincoln and his family
became expatriates at that point, and
throughout his political'career
Lincoln Diaz-Balart has been as
ardently anti-Castro as any other
Cuban Amerlqan.
Lincoln’s growing up included stays
in New York, Florida, and Spain, and a
Cleveland connection: his wife grew
up here, and he started college at
Case Western Reserve before trans
ferring to the New College of the
University of South Florida. He came
back to CWRU for law training—
including, we may note, the Legisla
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tion course under Professor Leatherberry. He knew even then, he told In
Brief that his goal was a political
career in Florida.
After two years in legal services in
Miami, two years in a downtown law
firm, and two years in the state
attorney’s office, he opened his own
office in 1984. Meanwhile he had
made a run for office—unsuccess
ful—in the Democratic primary. In
1984 he co-chaired Florida Democrats
for Reagan, in 1985 he switched
parties, and in 1986 he ran for the
Florida House as a Republican.
Against four opponents in the
primary he got 52 percent of the
vote; in the general election it was 78
percent, the largest margin of any
Florida state representative.
Since then, his has been an uninter
rupted success story. In 1988 he won
a second term without opposition
and served as national co-chair of
Hispanics for Bush. In 1989 he ran for
the Florida Senate in a special
election, won, and was re-elected
without opposition in 1990. In 1991
he became the first Hispanic and the
first Republican to be elected chair of
Dade County’s delegation to the state
legislature.
By 1992 a federal lawsuit had created
a new congressional map in Florida;
Diaz-Balart was one of the plaintiffs.
The redrawn District 21, which
encompasses much of western Dade
County, is about 70 percent Hispanic.
Diaz-Balart won the Republican
primary with 69 percent of the vote
and was unopposed on November 3.
—K.E.T.

A Centennial Weaving
by W. Logan Fry ’70
Editor’s note: One of the results of the
Law Alumni Association’s Centennial
Service Project is pictured on the cover
of this issue—a weaving by lawyer and
artist Logan Fry, which he presented
to the school at the Alumni Weekend
last September and which now hangs
Just outside the dean’s office.
None of us can know the paths we
will follow in life. Even the most
predictable of career courses can
take unexpected turns, like the turns
in a maze.
I left Case Western Reserve Law
School twenty-two years ago to
become a trial attorney for the U.S.
Department of Justice, Antitrust
Division. In the ensuing years, 1
joined the law department of the
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company,
then Goodyear Atomic Corporation,
then opened my own practice in
Richfield, Ohio, specializing in real
property, estate planning, and
probate.
Five years ago 1 decided on a career
change and began working as a wood
sculptor and weaver. When the law
school asked its alumni to join in the
centennial celebration by contribut
ing one hundred hours of community
service, I offered to produce, as my
contribution, a weaving that would
be a gift to the school, commemorat
ing its first hundred years.
The central figure of the resulting
work is a maze, reminiscent of an
old English garden, or the stacks
of a law library. I chose the maze
as a reminder that the law is an
intellectual undertaking, requiring
an understanding of the basics of
legal theory and practice, as well
as perseverance in research. This
maze has four solutions, just as
many legal problems have more
than one solution.
Unlike the typical puzzle-book
maze, this one begins in the middle
at CWRU, representing the beginning
of our legal careers. Working out
wards from the center, we arrive
at four mcixims.
It was Juvenal who said, “Man is a
reasoning animal.” As lawyers, we
recognize that our legal system is
based on the premise of the reason
able man and the ability of man to

reason. But it is well to consider an
ironic edge to the meixim. While man
is “reasoning,” man is aiso an
“animal,” with animal appetites,
instincts, and emotions. It is a truth
that no lawyer can afford to ignore.
“The Rule of Reason” emanates from
the momentous Standard Oil case.
The conflict between the letter of the
law and the rule of reason is a contin
uing point of contention in the law.
But no legal system could hope to
devise a rule for every situation, nor
would we want a constrictive system
of rules that could not accommodate
growth and change. The law, particu
larly codified law, must be applied in

Finding the source of “The law is a
seamless web” is not a simple task.
Perhaps it is a maxim of such
universal application that we simply
cannot affix an attribution. But for
me, as a weaver, this maxim has a
special appeal. “Web” is a term of
sometimes insidious connotations,
which can more fruitfully be consid
ered in its etymological origins as
something interwoven—like fabric
or cloth.
When one thinks of the law as a
“seamless fabric,” the meaning
becomes more powerful. If experi
ence is the life of the law, and if
experience itself is a seamless cloth,

In Brief paid a visit to Logan Fry’s studio in Richfield to see the centennial

artwork in progress.
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ways that achieve community goals
while preserving individual rights in a
changing society.
Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., was one
of our most prolific legal theorists.
His observation that “experience is
the life of the law” recognizes that
the law is not a sterile, logical system
of premises and conclusions without
life or humanity. The law is about
people and how they interact in
communal situations; the law
develops as human experience
develops. A legal system based on
seventeenth-century agrarian
economies, for example, could not be
appropriate in every respect to a
modern, technological society. Basic
goals of liberty, individuality, and
responsibility may remain the same,
but specific rules for conduct in
particular situations must necessarily
undergo change.

it is not surprising that everything in
law is interconnected—interwoven—
with everything else. How can one
practice domestic relations law, for
example, without reference to
criminal law, tort law, property law,
and contract law?
The law is both web and maze. It is a
maze often presenting many solu
tions—an exciting, challenging
discipline that addresses every
aspect of human experience through
the application of rules and reason
ing. The law is about human experi
ence, and it evolves as experience
evolves. It reflects the interconnect
edness of life and experience, like a
seamless cloth composed of many
threads. These are among the ideas
1 have sought to express in my
centennial weaving for CWRU
School of Law.
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Update on the Haitian
Asylum Project

by Mary-Beth Moylan ’94
In the last issue of In Brief, Mike
Ryan’s article—“Helping Haitians
Seek Asylum”—described a project
begun by CWRU law students during
the 1992 spring break. Our efforts
continued through the summer, and
many more students from all over the
country took part in what is now a
nationally recognized law student
project.
In recognition of the leading role that
CWRU took in creating and sustaining
the project, the National Lawyers
Guild presented its C. B. King Award
to this law school. At the Guild’s
convention last August, Mike Ryan
’92 and I accepted the award on the
school’s behalf. We didn’t know at
the time—and neither did the Guild
presenters—that C. B. King, a lawyer
from Albany, Georgia, who played a
major part in the 1960s civil rights
movement, was a 1952 graduate of
our law school.
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We were delighted when the national
organization took up our project and
made it a major focus for the year. As
a result, the small road trip to assist
people in need that started in the
halls of CWRU has become a major
assistance program that includes the
efforts of lawyers, legal workers, and
law students.

Summer in Miami
About two hundred law students and
legal workers from twenty different
law schools traveled to southern
Florida last summer to volunteer at
Miami’s Haitian Refugee Center.
Among them were some twenty
students or staff members from
CWRU. Most participants flew in for a
Sunday-training and orientation
session, worked Monday through
Friday, and flew back to their summer
jobs on Saturday. But some students
stayed for two weeks. I coordinated
the participation in Florida all
summer; Deborah Peters ’94 acted as
liaison between leaders from the
twenty schools and maintained the

master calendar for all student
volunteers. Along with Ann Marcy,
the law school’s director of budget
and human resources, Deborah
handled all of the funding that came
from foundation grants across the
country. CWRU was not only a
participant but in fact the life-blood
of the summer project.
The primary task of the summer was
to re-interview refugees who had
been hurriedly interviewed in the
spring, and to complete their files. An
extension on the filing deadlines of
politicai asylum forms, granted in the
late spring, allowed the HRC and
other Haitian assistance organiza
tions to look more closely at the
quality of the application itself, and
allowed students and legal workers
to devote much more time to the
interviewing process. The interview
with an asylum seeker is critical to
the ultimate claim, because it is
through this dialog that one uncovers
the basis for the required personal
statement. The filing extension
allowed repeated interviews, and
students and their clients could gain
familiarity and trust.
During most weeks about ten
students and legal workers were at
the HRC, but near the end of the
summer greater numbers of students
traveled south. It was clear that we
needed to expand the project. In the
third week of August we began
assisting other agencies in the area
that were processing asylum applica
tions for Haitians. The additional
offices, affiliated with the United
States Catholic Conference, were in
Belglade, Delray Beach, and West
Palm Beach. Currently they have no
legal help at all, and ^et they are
responsible for filing nearly nine
hundred asylum applications. We
forged a relationship with these
agencies, and—I write this in Novem
ber—we will return to assist them
during the Christmas break.

The Current Agenda
Although we have offered relief to
overwhelmed assistance agencies,
not all the files for the “screened-in”
applicants have been completed.
With the yearlong filing extension,
the last of these applications may not
be due until the spring. So there is a
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Mary-Beth Moylan '94 at the 1992 conven
tion of the National Lawyers Guild, where
the C. B. King Award was presented to the
CWRU School of Law in recognition of the
Haitian refugee project. Moylan also
received an individual award from the NLG,
as did Michael Ryan ’92 and Deborah
Peters ’94. Photo by Sara Sipes.
continuing need for students and
legal workers to travel to Florida to
work on claims already begun, and to
start new ones. At this writing, we
believe that more than 150 students
will be working in south Florida
between semesters. They will come
from Harvard, Michigan, Washington
and Lee, Buffalo, Wisconsin, New
Mexico, Widener, and the D.C. School
of Law—to name a few. And some
twenty CWRU law students will be
working with the USCC in West Palm
Beach. This law school remains the
center of the project, organizationally
and motivationally.
There is also a desperate need for
attorneys to assist in the hearings
that are scheduled after the forms
claiming political asylum are filed.
The asylum office discourages the
use of law students in these hearings;
the procedure for approving even
one student advocate is time con
suming, and if the case goes to a full
blown hearing, the law student or
legal worker may not appear before
the judge. Fortunately, attorneys are
beginning to follow the lead of the
law students, and many chapters of
the NLG are organizing trips to
Florida to offer legal representation.
CWRU law graduates who would like
to help—in Florida or in your own

home area—should call Gail Pendle
ton at the National Immigration
Project, 617/227-9727.

local level, making trips to Columbus
on weekends and on days when we
have no classes scheduled.

I said “in your own home area”
because the need to assist Haitians
has stretched well beyond Florida.
Haitians are resettling in many cities
across the U.S. Help is needed,
particularly in areas where there is
little or nothing by way of a Haitian
community. Right now CWRU
students are exploring ways of
helping Haitian asylum seekers who
have been resettled in Columbus,
Ohio. We hope to use what we
learned in Florida to help on a more

All of us who have worked on this
project have gained valuable legal
experience. And we have seen the
dangers of a legal system without
representation for both sides.
Working with people who are fleeing
political oppression is stressful work.
Every student, professor, and
secretary who has gone to Florida
shares an understanding of the
difficulties and the frustration, and
has benefited from the project as an

educational and humbling experi
ence. None of us has any doubt about
the horrific conditions that have
existed in Haiti since the military
coup ousted President Jean Bertrand
Aristide in September 1991. There is
little that we can do to remedy the
situation in Haiti, but we have found
a way to ensure that those most
affected by the brutal conditions
there are given a fair opportunity for
individual remedy under the laws of
the United States. We who have
worked on these asylum cases know
that adequate assistance and
representation can mean the differ
ence between life and death. That is
why we keep going back to Florida.

Seminars on Teaching
by Calvin William Sharpe
Professor of Law

thinking of the entire faculty on the
preparation, delivery, and evaluation
of instruction.

This year the CWRU law faculty
inaugurated a program that we call
TES—Teaching Excellence Seminars.
It is based on the theory that it is
possible to improve upon excellence.
Generations of students have
applauded our faculty on their
commitment to teaching; certainly
most of us, individually, think hard
about how best to communicate legal
materials to our students, and there
is even informal discussion from time
to time, mostly over lunch in the
faculty lounge, about problems we
encounter in the classroom and ways
of dealing with them. But before the
TESProgram (yes, we write it that
way) there was no established forum
designed to bring regular and adjunct
faculty together in an institutional
discussion of teaching and learning.
The TESProgram has focused the

In the fall semester we held three
workshops. John Kratus, a member
of CWRU’s Department of Music who
is an expert in educational theory,
spent three hours on an October
Saturday with about fifty regular and
adjunct law teachers. Responding to
a range of faculty concerns submitted
for his consideration before the
workshop, he led a general discus
sion of learning styles, alternative
approaches to classroom presenta
tion, and factors determining the
effective evaluation of learning.
Emerging from this discussion was a
collective realization that approaches
to teaching partly depend on educa
tional philosophy, a subject that itself
deserves some institutional discus
sion and definition.

Professor Peter Martin of Cornell University

Peter Martin, Jane M. G. Foster
Professor of Law at Cornell, led
the second workshop. There,
and in individual consultations.
Professor Martin shared many
of his ideas about using
computer-based information
and communication to increase
independent student learning
and expand faculty-student
exchanges. Many of these ideas
were drawn from Professor’s
Martin’s individual instructional
approaches and the experi
ments being conducted by the
recently established Cornell
Legal Information Institute, of
which he is a co-founder and
co-director.

Dr. Lawrence D. Salmony of the Law
School Admission Services

The last of the fall workshops
featured Lawrence D. Salmony, a
lawyer with a doctorate in education,
who is a consultant to the Law
School Admission Services specializ
ing in academic support programs.
His presentation, coordinated with
that of Dr. Kratus, focused on the
theoretical explanations for learning
deficiency. In other meetings with
small groups Dr. Salmony gave advice
on how learning theory can guide the
implementation of effective academic
support programs.
Now there is a great deal of interest
among the faculty in building on the
fall series. Future workshops will
focus on such issues as skills training,
diversity in the classroom, and
educational philosophy in a changing
profession. We’re gathering a library
of helpful reference materials that will
be easily accessible. The program is
uniting regular and adjunct faculty in
an emphasis on effective teaching
and, we think, is making excellent
teaching even better.
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1992 Alumni Weekend
This was the school’s tenth Law
Alumni Weekend. The first was in
September 1983—though a few of the
reunions that year took place later in
the fall, in October or even Novem
ber. By now the tradition is well
established: the next date is Septem
ber 17-18, 1993. See the Class Notes
section for information about each of
this year’s reunion classes, and
please know that we are actively
recruiting volunteers to help in the
party planning. The person to call is
Debra Wilhelm, the law school’s new
coordinator of alumni relations (see
page 26): her number is 216/368-3860.

morning we broke ground for the
building addition: balloons and
banners flew, and Trevor Guy’s
Dixieland Band made a rare appear
ance in between commencements.
CWRU President Agnar Pytte
presided at the ceremonies, assisted
by Dean Peter Gerhart. George
Aronoff ’58, CWRU trustee and
chairman of the Centennial Initiative
Campaign, manned a shovel, and so
did Thomas Moyer, chief justice of
the Ohio Supreme Court. A very
special guest was the law school’s
most senior graduate, J. Rogers
Jewitt ’15.

The 1992 Alumni Weekend was
special because it also marked the
kickoff of the law school’s yearlong
centennial celebration. On Saturday

The weekend festivities began with a
wetcoming reception at the Gwinn
Estate on the spectacuiar Lake Erie
shore, made extra-spectacular that
evening by rain, wind, thunder, and
lightning, none of which significantty
deterred the attendance. Saturday
night, as always, belonged to the
class reunions, which this year were
flung as far east as Chagrin Falls and
as far west as Rocky River. Winner of
the Alumni Reunion Distance Prize (a
lifetime subscription to In Brief) was
Karl Herold ’72, who came from
Germany.

Bronis Klementowicz '50
16

Ralph Locher '39 and Jim Gleason '31
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Father and son: J. Rogers Jewitt '15 and
John R. Jewitt '48. The elder Jewitt is the
law school's most senior graduate. Photo
courtesy the Plain Dealer.

A distinguished construction crew: Agnar Pytte, George Aronoff,
Peter Gerhart, Thomas Moyer.
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The 50-year class

convened at the
Playhouse Club.
Most of them are pictured here: A1
Kendis, Dick Wagner, Fred Jones, Fred
Stuhr, Leonard Hinds (standing): Phil
Hermann, John Conway, Joe Lom
bardo, Frank Payne (all members of
the planning committee, seated). Two
other committee members who in the
end could not make the party were
Dan Belden and Milt Wyner.

^

I
A

Jos Cook, Dan
Ekelman, Warren
rHri Gibson, Sara

Harper, Allan Kleinman, Harold Stern,
and Bill Warren planned the 40-year
reunion, held at Landerhaven. The
photo shows the attendance. Seated:
Sara Harper, John Sullivan (in from
Columbus), Dick Sternberg. Right
behind them: Gene Krent and Jim
Ryhal. Farther back: Warren Gibson,
Joe Cook, George Trumbo, Harold
Stern, Mel Massey (from Indiana).
Behind the railing: Norman Wein
stein, Bill Warren, Jim Willis, Robert
Preston, Bernard Stuplinski, A1
Kleinman, Andy Putka.
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Joan Harley and
•

Frank
Horvath,
husband,

hosted the class for the second time
at their home In Rocky River, with the
assistance of committee members
Gary Banas, Ray Griffiths, Ron
Rubenstein, and Joe Schneider.
Travelers included Don Kennedy
from Michigan and Mario Restifo
from Pennsylvania.

Richard Dickinson and David Brennan

18

Once again the
reunion scene
was Dick
Schwartz’s Jigsaw Saloon in Parma,
and beer, barbecue, and bowling
were the order of the day. The
planning committee consisted of

Schwartz, Roger Gilcrest, Fred
Lombardi, Dan Clancy, George
Ramsayer, Reese Taylor, Ivan Otto,
and Alan Shapiro. Gilcrest came from
Indiana, Phil Heil from Illinois, and
Bill Logsdon from Pennsylvania.

Fred Lombardi
and Ivan Itto

Saloonkeeper Dick Schwartz. In the background
are Brondie Shanker and Laurie White (both
trailing spouses of law faculty/staff).
Case Western Reserve University School of Law

Bob Rotatori, Carol and Dan Clancy, George Ramsayer.

Restaurant (once Minnillo’s). The
crowd included Sheldon Gilman, from
Kentucky: Carmen Lamancusa, Dave
Neustadt, and Joe Valentino, Pennsyl
vania: Elliott Goldstein, Chicago: Tom
jacklitch, Dayton: Don Monnheimer,

New Mexico: Bob Rivitz, New Jersey:
and John Steele, from New York. A
good-sized committee put it all
together: Jerry Chattman, Owen
Heggs, Jerry Goldstein, Bob Markus,
Lloyd Mazur, Dick McMonagle, Jerry
Kurland, Mike Ritz, Ron Suster,
George Sadd, Joe Valentino, Len
Wolkov, and Marshall Wolf.

Ed Greive, Carl and Nancy Gillombardo.

Owen He^s and Judi \\\df

4

The 25-year class

J
«

gathered at the
Greenhouse

'KW

I
J.

Joe Dubyak, Don Monnheimer, and Jerry Goldstein.

Several out-of-

I
X

Host Jeff Friedman

i

d

towners came for
the 20-year
reunion, which (like the 15th) was
hosted by Jeff Friedman: Karl Herold
from Germany, Maud Mater from
D.C., Ruth Woodling from Atlanta,
David Weinstein from New York, Ken
Hook from Michigan, and three from
New Jersey—Hersh Kozlov, Vincent
Vitale, and Ed Tetelman. Irene and
Perry Tenenbaum were special
guests. In addition to Friedman, the
planners were Carolyn Watts Allen,
Gary Andrachik, Rick Bamberger,
Chuck Guerrier, Diane Rubin
Williams, Bob Rapp, A1 Podboy, Maud
Mater, Lou Marino, and Lee Kolczun.

i M
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Nancy and Howard Levy

*1

David Swartz and Glenn Berman.

Carolyn Watts Allen, Peter Junkin, Maud Mater, Al Podboy.
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A big group
■
/
i worked on the

JL

V
• 15-year reunion:
Dave Benjamin, Joe Carney, Bev
Coen, Jim Clark, Fran Goins, Patricia
Holland, Gail Cudak, Sandra Hunter,
Michael Anne Johnson, Peter Joy,
Tom Lee, Pat Morgenstern-Clarren,
Gordon Kinder, Bob Refiner, Chuck
Whitney, and Steve and Debbie
Thomas, who hosted the affair at
their home. Travelers present
included Pennsylvanians Marvin
Weinberg and Jay Berger, Jim Clark
(Illinois), Matt Drain (Georgia), Reed
Neuman (Virginia), Christine McCamont (Michigan), and David Rosen
(New Jersey).
Ann Womer Benjamin 78 and Debbie Thomas

Marvin Weinberg

Case Western Reserve University School of Law

Tom Young and Jackie Simpson

Gladys Harrison, Andre and Muriel Craig.

■

Michael and Lisa Sharon

A. big class needed a big committee:
Clevelanders Joe Rutigliano (who

JL

with his wife Barbara Karle ’83
hosted the party), Tom Cawley, Sarah Cabinet, Heather
Graham-Oliver, Gretchen Jones, Kathy Lazar, Craig
Marvinney, Lynn and Bill Ondrey Gruber, Stacy Quinn,
Carla Tricarichi, and Bob Triozzi, and out-of-towners
Peter Barber, Liz Brandt, Dave Green, Cynthia Smith,
Judy and Jon Savage, Lee Kanter-Polott, and Ian Haberman. Others came to Cleveland for the reunion: Steve
Borgeson from Massachusetts, Nancy Hronek and Ted
Tucci from Connecticut, Sheryl DeSantis from New
Jersey, Stephanie Flanagan from Washington, D.C., John
Kraus from Pennsylvania, Harry Lupuloff from Maryland.

Ian Haberman and Professor Mel Durchslag
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John Kraus, Peter Barber, Steve Borgeson. In the
background, Tony O’Malley ’84.
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Randy Reade, Bruce Giedra, Laurie and Marshall Cohen, Debra Hughes.

Another monster
committee: Ben
Barrett, Chris
Bator, Jim Chester, Angela Cox, Anita
DiPasquale, Dean Cabin, Lynn
Gattozzi, Jerry Grisko, Brian Henry,
Harold Horn, Jim Johnson, John
Karlovec, Cathy Kilbane, Barbara
Langhenry, Julie Luft, John McCaffrey,
John Nolan, George Pilat, Donza
Poole, Scott and Lorie Hollington
Smith, Judy Steiner, Jeff Van Fossen,
Richard Wortman, Mike Zaverton.
Travelers included Leon Davidoff
from Connecticut, Alan Bradley from
Indiana, Hewitt Smith from Florida,
Mary Timpany Miller from Pennsylva
nia, Julie Parker and Markian Silecky
from New Jersey, Randy Reade from
Washington, D.C., and New Yorkers
Karen Silberman, Debbie Michelson
Steiger, and Richard Wortman.
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1992 Alumni Awards
The Tau Epsilon Rho law fraternity,
represented by Alan E. Yanowitz ’85,
presented its long-established
Fletcher Reed Andrews Award to
Judge Robert B. Krupansky ’48.

John David Wright ’29

Law School
Centennial Medal
A graduate of Western Reserve’s
Adelbert College, David Wright began
his legal career in private practice. In
1933 he joined the corporation that is
now TRW as assistant to the presi
dent. Rising steadily through the
ranks, he became general manager in
1949, president in 1953, and—in
1958—president and chief executive
officer. He retired in 1969.

David (’29) and Bernadine Wright with Dean Peter Gerhart, shortly after the awards
presentation on September 19.
The Law Alumni Association
presented a new award—the Law
School Centennial Medal—at its
annual meeting during the Alumni
Weekend. Established to recognize
“exceptional meritorious achieve
ment,” the award is intended to be
“the highest honor that the law
school bestows on one of its
graduates,” according to the
resolution approved by the associa
tion’s Board of Governors; “the
recipient should be one who is
widely accepted by peers as having
consistently achieved distinction in
an exemplary
way, and who will
also be readily
accepted by
graduates,
faculty, and
students as
epitomizing the
ideals of the
legal profession
in general and
of the CWRU
School of Law in

Wright ’29, whose accomplishments
are detailed below. Dean Peter
Gerhart and Stuart Laven ’70,
president of the Alumni Association,
together made the presentation.
Kathleen McDonald O’Malley ’82 was
named Distinguished Recent Gradu
ate. Ohio attorney general Lee I.
Fisher ’76 made the presentation;
O’Malley is his office’s chief counsel.
And Susan E. Austin-Carney ’88
presented the Distinguished Teacher
Award to Professor Melvyn R.
Durchslag.

particular.”
The first recipi
ent of the
Centennial Medal
surely meets the
stated criteria:
John David

Wright served on a number of major
corporate boards: Sherwin-Williams,
Goodyear, Republic Steel, Eastman
Kodak, National City, and of course
TRW. In addition he was a trustee and
chairman of University Hospitals, a
trustee of the Cleveland Development
Foundation, Cleveland chair of the
Negro College Fund Campaign, a
member of the Hoover Commission,
and a trustee of Fenn College. He was
a trustee of Western Reserve Univer
sity and, after federation, one of the
first members of CWRU’s Board of
Overseers. In 1975 he was elected a
member of the law school’s Society
of Benchers.
Through the Wright Foundation he
has been a notable philanthropist,
primarily supporting hospitals and
higher education in Ohio.

Kathleen McDonald
O’Malley ’82

Distinguished Recent
Graduate
Kate O’Malley (A.B., Kenyon College)
is remembered at the law school as
one of the top students in her class.
She held a Halter Scholarship,
chaired the Academy, taught a firstyear RAW section, won the Interna
tional Association of Trial Lawyers
award, and was elected to the Order
of the Coif.
After clerking in Cincinnati for Judge
Nathaniel R. Jones of the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit, she

Kate O’Malley ’82 and Lee Fisher ’76. Fisher was the first winner, in
1984, of the Distinguished Recent Graduate Award.
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practiced in Cleveland, first with
Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue and then
with Porter, Wright, Morris & Arthur.
By 1986 she was a member of the
Anthony J. Celebrezze Inn of the
American Inns of Court and had
made a reputation as one of Cleve
land’s most talented young litigators.
When Lee Fisher was elected Ohio
attorney general, he named O’Malley
his chief counsel. She has responsi
bility for supervising more than three
hundred attorneys and overseeing
the whole range of litigation in which
the office’s twenty-four sections are
engaged.

Melvyn R. Durchslag

Distinguished Teacher
A graduate of Northwestern Univer
sity (B.S., J.D.), Mel Durchslag
practiced law in Chicago for two

always been a guiding light of the
moot court program.
Constitutional law has been Durchslag’s primary area of teaching and
scholarship. Besides the basic
course, he has taught Comparative
Civil Liberties (Canada/U.S.), a
course on freedom of speech and
religion, and a seminar. Theories of
Equality. Farther afield, he has had
courses in state and local govern
ment, land use, housing, and urban
redevelopment.
He continues an association with
Cleveland Legal Aid, currently
serving as trustee and vice president.
Other public service activities have
included the presidency of CNA Inc.
(a nonprofit corporation to encour
age tenant management coopera
tives); the chairmanship of Mayor
Ralph Perk’s Task Force on Industrial
Development; several years
as hearing examiner for the
Ohio Civil Rights Commis
sion; and—currently—
membership on the
Commission on Law and
Social Action of the
American Jewish Congress.

Robert B. Krupansky ’48

Fletcher Reed Andrews
Award
Bob Krupansky received both
bachelor’s and law degrees from
Western Reserve University. He
practiced law in Cleveland from 1948
to 1951, and again from 1960 to 1969
in the firm headed by Howard
Metzenbaum and Samuel Gaines ’23.
In between he was an assistant Ohio
attorney general and, in 1958-59, a
Common Pleas judge.
In 1969 Krupansky was named U.S.
attorney for the Northern District of
Ohio, and in 1970 he was appointed
to the U.S. District Court. He presided
over the mammoth antitrust case.

City of Cleveland v. Cleveland Electric
Illuminating Company, and adminis
tered the successful reorganization of
the Erie Lackawanna Railroad. In 1982
he was promoted to the Sixth Circuit
Court of Appeals.
Krupansky’s involvement with the
law school has included service on
the Alumni Board of Governors and
on the adjunct faculty. In 1981 he was
elected to the Society of Benchers.

Professor Mel Durchslag
years, then spent two years as law
reform director of the Cleveland
Legal Aid Society. He joined the
CWRU law faculty in 1970, reached
professor’s rank in 1975, and served
as associate dean for academic
affairs from January 1988 to June
1991. He was one of the founders of
the Law School Clinic, and he has

Bob Krupansky ’48 and Alan Yanowitz ’86, chancellor of the Cleve
land graduate chapter of Tau Epsilon Rho.
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New Alumni Leadership
The Law Alumni Association has a
new president, elected at the annual
meeting in September for a two-year
term. She is Sara J. Harper ’52, the
law school’s first black woman
graduate, who now adds another
item to her long list of “first black”
and “first woman” accomplishments.
Harper has spent most of her career
in public service. She was a prosecu
tor and assistant law director for the
City of Cleveland before her 1970
appointment to the municipal bench,
where she served until her election,
in 1990, to the Ohio Court of Appeals.
She was elected last year to the law
school’s Society of Benchers and just
completed a term as the Alumni
Association’s secretary. She is
married to a classmate, Cleveland
Municipal Judge George Trumbo;
they are parents of Kimberlee-Joy
Trumbo ’87.
Replacing Harper as secretary is
David D. Green ’82, a tax attorney
whose career with Ernst & Young has
taken him through Wash
ington and Cleveland and,
most recently, to Detroit.
Green has just completed a
term on the Alumni
Association’s Board of
Governors, and he is a
long-time Annual Fund
class agent.

David D. Green '82 (center) is the new secretary of the Law Alumni Association. At left,
John W. Powell '70, vice president for the Pittsburgh region; at right, David L. Edmunds '78,
a board member from Buffalo.

Re-elected were the
association’s vice presi
dent—Edward Kancler ’64,
a partner in the Cleveland
firm of Benesch, Friedlander. Coplan & Aronoff—and
the treasurer, Lee J. Dunn,
Jr. ’70, who has a health
law practice in Boston.

The others are Clevelanders: Stephen
C. Ellis ’72, managing partner of Arter
& Hadden; Alvin M. Podboy, Jr. ’72,
librarian at the Baker & Hostetler
firm; Raymond C. Pierce ’83, who is
with LTV Steel hut spent last year
with CWRU as a loaned executive;
and two who practice in small firms
with fathers who are also CWRU law
graduates. Theodore M. Mann, Jr. ’76
works with the senior Ted Mann ’46;
Carla M. Tricarichi ’82 and Charles S.
Tricarichi ’50 are with Tricarichi &
Carnes (James S. Carnes ’50).
Those eight replace outgoing board
members Oakley V. Andrews ’65,
Carolyn Wesley Davenport ’80,
Dominic J. Fallon ’59, Mary Ann
Jorgenson ’75, Jeffrey S. Leavitt ’73,
David A. Schaefer ’74, James R. Willis
’52, and Green, the new secretary.

Eight new members of the
Board of Governors were
elected to three-year
terms. Elizabeth Frank ’88
works in Washington for
the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban
Development. Telly C.
Nakos ’90 is with Cole,
Grasso, Fend & Skinner in
Chicago. Ian S. Haberman
82 is a solo practitioner in
Medina, Ohio.

The outgoing and incoming presidents of the Law
Alumni Association: Stuart A. Laven '70 and Sara J.
Harper '52.
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New on the Staff
Debra L. Wilhelm

gatherings in various cities, helped to
host the Sugarman Lecturer and
other special visitors, and begun to
plan the 1993 Law Alumni Weekend.

Carolyn L. Speaker

Debra Wilhelm joined the law school
staff in September as coordinator of
alumni relations and special events,
taking over those responsibilities
from Kerstin Trawick, who now
devotes full time to publications.
Wilhelm will work closely with Dan
Clancy ’62, associate dean for
external affairs, and with the develop
ment staff; Barbara White, Jean Fell,
and Bo Palinic. Beth Hlabse contin
ues alumni affairs work as assistant
to Wilhelm and Clancy.
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A Californian (from Los Angeles),
Debbie Wilhelm received her B.A.
from Brigham Young University in
1980 and stayed on there for the J.D.
in 1983. Following her graduation she
spent a few months as litigation
assistant with the Salt Lake City firm
of Berman & Anderson. She worked
for a year for the Associated Title
Company in Provo, Utah, before
moving to Cleveland with her
husband Ron, also a BYU law
graduate, now with Jones, Day,
Reavis & Pogue.
In Cleveland Debbie also practiced
with Jones Day, as staff attorney, then
for two years, 1987 to 1989, directed
legal recruitment for Calfee, Halter &
Griswold. There she administered the
summer associate program and had
responsibility for all aspects of
attorney and paralegal hiring. When
Jones Day asked Ron Wilhelm to
transfer to-the firm’s Paris office,
Debbie and their two children
(Kimberly, age seven; Daniel, age
two) went with him, and again
Debbie did some work for her
husband’s firm. After two and a half
years abroad, the family returned to
Cleveland last summer.
Since her arrival at the law school,
Wilhelm has arranged regional alumni

When the Journal of Legal Education,
the quarterly publication of the
Association of American Law
Schools, moved to this law school for
a five-year sojourn, it needed a
business manager. So a new staff
position was created: business
manager for the JLE and for the law
school’s own journals, the Law
Review, the Journal of International
Law, the Canada-U.S. Law Journal,
and Health Matrix.
Carolyn Speaker came on board in
July to fill the new position. She
spends about half her time managing
JLE business affairs and assisting
Kerstin Trawick (the law school’s
director of publications and JLE
associate editor) with the JLE, In
Brief, and other publications. The
other half she spends on the in-house
journals, with the assistance of—and
supervisory responsibility for—the
secretaries for the Law Review and
the Journal of International Law.
Speaker reports to JoAnne Jackson,
associate dean for student and
administrative affairs.

After graduating from Ohio University
in 1975 with a B.S. in English educa
tion, Speaker taught at several junior
colleges. In 1989 she joined the staff
of Enterprise Development, Inc.,
nonprofit affiliate of CWRU’s Weatherhead School of Management. She was
one of the founders of Cleveland
Enterprise magazine, which she
served as associate editor and
regular contributor.

I

Speaker’s appointment as business
manager has taken a considerable
burden off the journals’ student
editors, has improved the secretarial
workflow, and has centralized and
streamlined all the journals’ business
affairs.

1

Canada/U.S. Law Conference
The annual spring conference
sponsored by the Canada/U.S. Law
Institute has been set for April 16-18,
1993. The topic this year is An
Industrial Policy for North America
(Canada/U.S.): Legal and Economic
Considerations).
The progTcun cis outlined below may be
subject to change. For further informa
tion telephone the conference chair
man, Professpr Henry T. King, Jr., at
216-368-2096, or the program coordina
tor, Adria Sankovic, at 3682083.

Simon Potter—Ogilvy Renault,
Montreal

Japan’s industrial policy
S. Linn Williams—Gibson, Dunn &
Crutcher, Washington

The role of antitrust law and policy
Douglas Rosenthal—Coudert Bros.,
Washington
Calvin Goldman—Davies, Ward &
Beck, Toronto

The people factor in industrial policy
Kent Hughes—President, U.S. Council

Responding to competition

on Competitiveness, Washington
J. Laurent Thibault—Labor Force
Development Board, Ottawa

Clyde Prestowitz—President, Eco
nomics Strategy Institute, Washington

Industrial policy in a federal structure

Friday, April 16, 1993

Michael Hart—Director of Economic
Planning, Department of External
Affairs, Ottawa

Trade policy aspects of industrial policy
Robert Cassidy—Wilmer, Cutler &
Pickering, Washington

Case Western Reserve University School of Law

Joel Rogers—Professor of Law,
University of Wisconsin, Madison
Carl Grenier—Assistant Deputy
Minister, International Affairs,
Province of Quebec, Quebec

*

International Visitors
Last summer Professors Sidney
(CWRU) and Jane (CSU) Picker
traveled to Russia, along with
Common Pieas Judge Burt W. Griffin
to explore ways of linking Cleveland
lawyers and law teachers with
Russian counterparts. In the fall we
had return visits from law faculty of
St. Petersburg University and
Volgograd University.
From St. Petersburg came Alexey
Korolev, dean of the law faculty, and
Professor Valery Musin, who teaches
international business law there.
They lectured at both Cleveland law

schools on
Russian legal
education and on
the legal prob
lems of doing
business in postSoviet Russia.
From Volgograd
came Dean Felix
Glazirin, who
lectured on
organized crime
in post-Soviet
Russia and talked
with us about the
problems of
establishing a
new Russian law
school (Vol
gograd U. is just
ten years old).

Visitors from the St. Petersburg law faculty: Professor Valery Musin
and Dean Alexey Korolev.

The visitors also attended classes,
conferred with faculty, and compared
resources and issues, all looking
forward toward the establishment of
joint seminars and conferences,
student and faculty exchanges, and
some sharing of library resources.
They also met with representatives of
the Cleveland bar.

Judge Stephen Schwebel of the Interna
tional Court of Justice

Saturday, April 17, 1993
The context for innovation
Deborah L. Wince-Smith—Assistant
Secretary for Technology Policy, U.S.
Department of Commerce, Washington
Stuart Smith—President, Rockcliffe
Research & Technology, Ottawa

Tinancing innovation
P^'^ey—General Partner,
^orgenthaler Ventures, Cleveland;
ast President and Chairman,
ational Venture Capital Association
ark Jewett—Assistant Deputy
inister. Department of Finance,
Dttawa

industrial policy: Does the EC
a useful guide?
Int^*
—Director, Parker School of
C^f'^'^^Donal Law and Diplomacy,
^nibia University, New York

role of tax policy
Orman Ture—President, Institute for
on the Economics of
®bon, Washington

The visits proved enormously
successful, and now CWRU and CSU
law faculty have plans to travel to
Russia in March. We look forward to

Robert Couzin—Stikeman, Elliott,
Toronto

Industrial policy and environmental
regulation
E. Donald Elliott—Professor of Law,
Yale University, New Haven
J. L. Howard—Senior Vice President,
Law and Corporate Affairs, MacMillan
Bloedel Ltd., Vancouver

Implementation of an industrial policy

establishing formal university-touniversity agreements before the end
of this academic year. Said Professor
Sidney Picker: “Once we’ve deter
mined the most effective programs to
establish, the real fun begins—raising
the necessary funds to implement
them. But we have every reason to
believe that we will get support from
governmental and foundation
sources.”
In addition to the Russian visitors,
the law school played host to Judge
Stephen Schwebel of the Interna
tional Court of Justice (a.k.a. the
World Court). He spent three days
here, delivering a public lecture on
Problems and Performance of the
World Court under the auspices of
the Judge Ben C. Green Lectureship
Series, speaking to the faculty on
Decision Making in the World Court,
and talking with students about
Human Rights in the World Court and
about career opportunities in
international law—which, by the way,
do not include World Court clerk
ships. We were surprised to learn
that the judges in the Hague do all
their own research and writing.

Gregg Easterbrook—Contributing
Editor, Newsweek, Washington
David Crane—Economics Editor,
Toronto Star

Sunday, April 18, 1993
What about the future?
Howard W. Rosen—Executive
Director, Competitiveness Policy
Council, Washington

Possible points of focus for the 1994
conference
Henry T. King, Jr.—Conference Chair
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Faculty Notes
Law librarian Kathleen M. Carrick
has been appointed to the ABA’s
Library Statistics Advisory Commit
tee and to the board of directors of
CALI/LEAP, a nonprofit educational
organization that supports research
and deveiopment of computerassisted legal instruction.

A report from Jonathan L. Entin:
“1 delivered two papers at the 1992
meeting of the Law and Society
Association. One was ‘The Shifting
Color Line in Prince Edward County’;
it examines the impact of Brown v.
Board of Education by focusing on the
voluntary desegregation of the
segregation academy that was set up
in one of the communities directly
involved in the Brown litigation. I’m
now revising the paper for publica
tion. Meanwhile another article about
Prince Edward County, ‘Defeasible
Fees, State Action, and the Legacy of
Massive Resistance,’ will be pub
lished in the William and Mary Law
Review. It explores the relationship
between constitutional law and
common law property concepts;
probably it wiil be the only article on
property law that 1 ever publish.
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“The second paper, ‘Numeracy, Law,
and Dichotomy’ examined statutes
that authorize state election officials
to determine whether a candidate or
referendum qualifies for the ballot on
the basis of a check of a random
sampie of petition signatures rather
than a verification of every submitted
signature. The paper analyzed
various problems that have arisen
under these statutes, with special
attention to one which has been
interpreted in a way that can easily
suggest a negative number of valid
signatures. The paper uses the
mathematical discussion as a
foundation for exploring some larger
themes about jurisprudence and the
separation of powers. A revised
version of the paper is forthcoming
in Jurimetrics Journal."
At the annual meeting of the Ameri
can Poiitical Science Association,
Entin was the only law teacher on a

hypnosis in the Criminal Law Bulletin.
His articles continue to appear
regularly in the Public Defender

panel on “The Supreme Court as a
(Counter) Majoritarian Institution.” In
the same month (September) he also
attended the Fourth International
Conference on Applied Demography,
where he organized and took part in
a session on “Demographers and the
Legal System,” focusing on the role of
demographers in administrative and
judicial proceedings relating to the
census, reapportionment, voting
rights, housing discrimination, and
land use regulation. In October Entin
spoke at the annual meeting of the
Society for Applied Sociology about
the opportunities and pitfalls for
social scientists who serve as expert
witnesses or as consuitants to
lawyers, judges, and other legal
decision makers.

Reporter.
Giannelli’s “Frye v. United States, A
Half-Century Later,” first published in
1980 in the Columbia Law Review, has
been excerpted in the new edition of
the evidence casebook by Kaplan,
Waltz & Park—the ninth evidence
casebook to reprint or cite Giannelli’s
work. In addition, he was cited in the
recent report by the Nationai
Academy of Sciences, DNA Technol
ogy in Forensic Science, and the
federal advisory committee’s note to
proposed amendment to Federal
Criminal Rule 16.

Law Review.

Professor Emeritus Simon L. Goren
has published his tenth book, a
translation: 1990 Supplement to the
German Commercial Code. Goren and
Ian S. Forrester translated the
original version in 1979. The new
book, published by Rothman,
updates the code to January 1, 1989.
Goren, who retired from the faculty in
1983, was director of the law library.

Other publications in process are a
second edition of his textbook.
Scientific Evidence, and an article on

Recent publications of Erik M.
Jensen include an op-ed piece in the

In November Paul C. Giannelli was a
Sullivan Lecturer at the law school of
Capital University; his topic was
“Expert Testimony and the Confronta
tion Clause.” The Hodson Lecture he
delivered last spring at the Judge
Advocate’s School in Charlottesviile,
Virginia, is forthcoming in the Military

Students Win Prizes in Indian Law
Thanks to Professor Erik M.
Jensen and the students who take
his American Indian Law course,
CWRU may become known as a
national center of Indian Law
studies. An article by Kevin W.
Meisner ’90, “Modern Problems of
Criminal Jurisdiction in Indian
Country,” has been published in
the American Indian Law Review
(17:1). Begun at the law school as
a supervised research project, the
essay won the 1990-91 Petra
Shattuck Memorial Writing
Competition sponsored by the
Indian Law Resource Center. In the
1991-92 competition the top two
entries were—again—from CWRU
law students, both ’93: Michael J.
Ryan, first place, and Adele
Merenstein, second place. As
Jensen says, “The Kevin Meisner
tradition continues.”

Case Western Reserve University School of Law

,

Merenstein moved to Boston with
her husband after graduation last
May, and at last report was still in
the job search mode. Ryan, whom
you may remember from the last
In Brief as the author of “Helping
Haitians Seek Asylum” and the
winner of the lion’s share of
Commencement Day awards, is
now in Miami clerking for U.S.
District Judge Kenneth L.
Ryskamp. As the first winner of
the Saul S. Biskind Public Interest
Law Fellowship, Meisner spent a
year as counsel for the Paucatuck
Pequot tribe in Connecticut; now
he is with the U.S. Department of
the Interior, working for the
Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Cleveland Plain Dealer, August 1,
1992, headlined “Iroquois Didn’t
Write U.S. Constitution,” and a review
of Burgers, Taxation and Supervision
of Branches of International Banks, in
the September issue of the Journal of
Bank Taxation. On the lighter side,
Jensen also reports: “My short essay,
‘Performance Scholarship and the
Internal Revenue Code,’ is being
published in December by the
Houston Law Review, 1 expect this
piece to create a new model for legal
scholarship. And 1 didn’t write an
article (titled ‘The Unwritten Article’)
for a symposium on legal humor in
the Nova Law Review. It will be
unpublished in February.” In Novem
ber he spoke at the annual Cleveland
Tcix Institute on “Changing Methods
of Accounting and Tcixable Years”—
not using the techniques of perfor
mance scholarship. Finally, some
unaccountable impulse toward full
disclosure prompts Jensen to inform
In Brief. “My bets with Henry King on
the Cleveland Indians netted me $35
this year. Those worried about the
economic stability of the Canada/U.S.
Law Institute should contact Profes
sor King directly.”

Mary Kay Kantz addressed a staff
meeting of the Court Psychiatric
Clinic at the Cleveland Justice Center
on the topic of persuasive presenta
tion skills for expert witnesses. With
other Research, Analysis, and Writing
faculty she hosted a meeting of a
study group that includes research
and writing teachers from ClevelandMarshall and Ohio Northern law
schools, as well as writing advisers at
Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue and Baker
& Hostetler; the group meets periodi
cally to exchange ideas on methodol
ogy and practical preparation for
legal practice.

An article by Juliet P. Kostritsky will
be published in the Hastings Law
Journal (44:3): “Moral Hazard and
Sunk Costs: Defining a Role in
Precontractual Bargaining.”

Traveling on the CLE circuit, James
W. McElhaney has touched down in
Florida, Tennessee, Missouri,
Louisiana, Washington, Indiana,
California, Minnesota, Illinois, and
Ontario, not to mention Ohio. He
spoke on “Hearsay and Documentary
Evidence” at a program sponsored by
the Cuyahoga County Bar Association
Guardian Ad Litem Project, and
served as a committee chairman and

panel member for the annual conven
tion (in Cleveland) of the Federal Bar
Association. In St. Paul he took part
in the sixth annual Robins, Kaplan,
Miller & Ciresi trial advocacy
seminar, and he spoke to the
Louisiana Judicial College on “What
Judges Should Realize Is Going On
Before Their Eyes.” His columns
continue in the ABA Journal (“The
Trial of Henry Sweet,” “The Art of
Objection,” “Hollow Words,” “Reading
Out Loud,” “1 Object!”) and in
Litigation (“Dogs”).

In November Edward A. Mearns, Jr.,
traveled to (1) San Francisco to
present a policy statement on
“Anencephalic Newborns as Organ
Donors” at a meeting of the Great
Lakes Regional Genetic Group and (2)
to Italy to give three lectures at the
Institute of Public Law of the Univer
sity of Milan under the general title
“The U.S. Supreme Court: Structural
Limits and Legislative Power.”

Many
readers of
In fine/’will
remember

Robert C.
Sensing, a
member of
the law
faculty
from 1948
to 1961 and
a visiting
professor, after his retirement
from the Central National Bank,
during the 1982-83 academic
year.
Bensing and his wife, Mary Lou,
recently moved from Cleveland
to Northbrook, Illinois Qust
outside of Chicago), where
their daughter Joan has lived
for about fifteen years. Bensing
is slowly recovering from a
debilitating case of shingles,
which struck him more than
three years ago.

Kathryn S. Mercer joined with
Wilbur C. Leatherberry in the
Alumni Weekend CLE presentations:
“Understanding and Utilizing Media
tion” and “The Limits of Deception:
Negotiation Ethics.” During the
summer she assisted Leatherberry in
training Cleveland-area practitioners
in alternative dispute resolution at a
seminar sponsored by the U.S.
District Court for the Northern
District of Ohio. (For more on
Leatherberry, see page 11.)

Bensing writes: “We bought a
third-floor condo, and we love
it. This is a beautiful area. We
have a lake—not good fishing,
but just about a hundred yards
from our front door. Also a
pool, tennis courts, and a golf
course.” He is always happy to
hear from friends and former
students. The address is One
Court of Harborside, Number
307, Northbrook, Illinois 60062.

At the meeting last May of the
National Academy of Arbitrators,

Calvin W. Sharpe delivered a paper:
“Gilmer v. Interstate/Johnson Lane
Corporation and Its Implications for
29

Labor Arbitration.” In September, at
an Arbitration Day in Cleveland
sponsored by the American Arbitra
tion Association, he spoke on “Gilmer
and the 1991 Civil Rights Act.” He
reports two recently published
arbitrations: Lorain County Sheriff and
Deputies/Sheriff’s Association (in
Labor Arbitration Reports') and

Electrical Workers, Local 735 and
American Ambulance Services (in
Labor Arbitration Awards). Another
publication is “Adjusting the Balance
Between Public Rights and Private
Process: Gilmer v. Interstate/Johnson
Lane Corporation," in the National
Academy of Arbitrators Annual
Proceedings.
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Development Notes
by Daniel T. Clancy ’62
Associate Dean for External
Affairs
These pages give you just a glimpse
of the law school’s fund-raising
activities during the last few months.

Initiative Campaign to our alumni in
New York, Los Angeles, San Fran
cisco, Washington, and Columbus.
Early in 1993 we will turn our focus
to San Diego, Chicago, and eastern
Florida. To date (December 1) the law
school has raised over $17 million.

Typically each regional campaign has
kicked off with a cocktail reception.
(See the photographic evidence.) For
reputation, and this is reflected in a
example, the university’s Los Angeles
growing national base of support for
campaign began on October 14 with a
our ongoing capital campaign. In
reception at the Peninsula Beverly
tandem with the university’s $350
Hills, a small hotel among whose
million campaign, we have taken the
owners is law school alumnus Pete
law school’s $25 million Centennial
Kempf ’54. In
Washington the
kick-off date was
October 8. The
chair of the
university’s D.C.
campaign is
George Leet ’46
(he’s also a
graduate of
Adelbert
College), and
several other law
grads are
members of the
Campaign
At the campaign kickoff in Washington, D C.: George A. Leet ’46
Cabinet: Maud
(the chairman), Douglas W. Charnas ’78 (our Alumni Association's
Mater ’72, Hal
vice president for the D.C. area), Christopher W Baldwin ’68.
Newell ’47, Alan
Porter ’76, Bruno

Ristau ’58, Douglas Charnas ’78, and
Christopher Baldwin ’68.

Item One: Our Campaign Goes
National. Ours is a growing national
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Virginia M. Mitchell '90

Item Two: Virginia Mitcheii Memo
rial Fund. Since the crash last March
of USAir flight 405, in which we lost
our graduate Virginia Mitchell ’90, a
group of Glni’s friends and class
mates have been working to create a
memorial. By now more than 130
persons have made gifts to the law
school in her memory, and we have
crossed the $10,000 threshold that
allows us to establish a permanent
named endowment fund. Each year
the fund will provide financial
assistance to a third-year secondcareer student in need of such
support. Gini was herself a secondcareer student—one of a growing
number of older entrants, and one of
those who have entered most fully
into student life here. We miss her,
but we are immensely pleased that
she will be remembered in this way,
and we hope that her fund will be
augmented by further contributions
(directed to the law school’s Office of
Development).

Item Three: A Gift from BanksBaldwin. Over the years the law

Some pictures from
Los Angeles. Mr. and
'■Mrs. Sull Lawrence
’48 (above left).
Louis W. Kempf ’54
(above right).
Kenneth L. Cohen ’69,
Harold Markowitz
(a graduate of
CWRU’s School of
Medicine), and
David S. Weil, Jr. ’70,
(right) the Law
Alumni Association’s
vice president for
Los Angeles.
Ccise Western Reserve University School of Law

school has benefited from the
generosity of Cleveland’s BanksBaldwin Law Publishing Company.
The latest largesse is the
Banks-Baldwin Ohio
Revised Code annotated
electronic service on CDROM for use on a personal
computer—a new concept
in statutory research, now
available to our students
and other users. Two
representatives from

Item Four: Books for Hungary.

Representatives from Banks-Baldwin instruct us
in the use of their new electronic service.
Standing: Associate Dean Dan Clancy ’62. Seated:
Judith Kaul, technology/reference librarian; Eve
Greene and Barry Conway from Banks-Baldwin.

Banks-Baldwin came to help us with
the installation and use of the
product: Barry Conway, co-director of
B-B’s electronic products group, and
Eve Greene, the vice president for
product development, formerly on
the staff of our law library.

Sometimes gifts to the law school
enable us to be givers in our turn. An
example is the law school’s participa
tion in a project established by the
Cleveland Hungarian Development
Panel. CWRU was asked to donate
books. Through Paul Unger, chair of
the Hungarian Development Panel
and a particular friend of the
Mandel School of Applied Social
Sciences, a connection was estab
lished with the Eotvos Lorand
University in Budapest. With the
help of Petar Sarcevic, our
Drinko/Baker & Hostetler Visiting
Professor (see page 4), our law
school formed a relationship with
the law faculty of Eotvos Lorand
University, and we began collecting
law books to be sent there. We had
donations from—among others—
Jennifer Pae ’90 and a non-alumnus,
Michael Horowitz.
Shipping the books was no problem.
Ohio’s state government coordi
nated the transportation. Members
of the National Guard gathered all
the donations from various collec
tion points, and the U.S. Armed

Forces provided the ships for
overseas transport. Medical equip)ment went first. Law books being of a
lower priority, our boxes of booksfor-Hungary waited in our loading
dock until the second shipment could
go in November.

Yes, this is in a dean’s job description. Peter
Gerhart helps two National Guardsmen load
books for delivery to a law school in Hungary:
Lieutenant David Smith (on the ground) and
Captain Jeffrey Csokmay, who happens to be
our 1992 graduate.

A Note on Deferred Giving
by Jean E. Fell
Development Staff
Attorney Smith loved his law school
and understood well its many finan
cial needs. He longed to be a major
contributor. But because he depended
on the interest his savings provided,
he believed he could not possibly
afford to give what his heart wanted.
Attorney Smith did not understand
the benefits of deferred giving.
While there are many kinds of deferred
gifts, they have certain advantages in
common: they enable the donors to
fulfill their charitable wishes during
their lifetimes while receiving annual
income from the transferred assets.
Donors can also make maximum use
of federal tax incentives.
For example, in a Charitable Gift
Annuity you receive:
• an immediate charitable tax
deduction, based on government
tables, ranging from 30 to 50
percent of the amount transferred;
• lifetime income from the univer
sity, of which a portion is tax free;
• partial capital gains tax savings if
the annuity is funded with appreci
ated assets;
• a better income rate (based on
age) than you probably receive
currently on securities or assets;

• a choice of arranging income
payments for other persons whom
you designate;
• significant savings in estate tax
and the cost of probate settlement;
• freedom from management and
investment fees connected with
the annuity, because these are
assumed by the university;
• finally—and most important—the
satisfaction of supporting the law
school.
If your gift annuity is funded with
$10,000 or more, you can create a
permanent named endowment to
support whatever is dearest to your
heart—student scholarships, books
for the library, special lectures, the
moot court program . . .
For more information, write or call
The Futures Program, Case Western
Reserve University, 212 Baker
Building, Cleveland, Ohio 44106-7008;

And this great IDEA may be IDEAL for
you because you will LARGELY be
using your tax dollars, not spendable
dollars, to accomplish your charita
ble goals.
Many alumni and friends are support
ing the law school through deferred
giving. Just in the last fiscal year we
added these names to the deferredgiving list:
Mrs. Charles H. Ayres, to establish an
endowment in memory of her father.
Dean Walter Thomas Dunmore.
Daniel M. Belden ’42, to add to his
family endowment supporting
student financial assistance.
H. Alberta Colclaser ’36, for general
support of the school.
George K. C. (’31) and Geraldine
Ellsworth, to add to their library
endowment in memory of Professor
Archibald H. Throckmorton.

216/368-4460.

Alfred L. Margolis ’56, to establish a
financial aid endowment.

Remember, deferred giving is a great
IDEA because:

Mrs. Arthur E. Petersilge, to add to
the Arthur E. Petersilge Fund.

I
D
E
A

INCOME is increased.
You get an income tax
DEDUCTION.
You ESCAPE capital gains taix.
You AVOID certain probate,
settlement, and management
costs.

John G. (’28) and Helen M. Rowley, to
create an endowment for general
support of the school.
Louis A. Toepfer, former dean and
university president, to create an
endowment in honor of Roger and
Ann Clapp.
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Alumni Publications
Editor’s Note: The last issue of In Brief
issued a call to alumni readers, which
we repeat here: Please, when you

publish something, tell us about it.
And when you know of publica
tions by other graduates, tell us
about them—just in case they
don’t.

Baron de Meneval, and his valet.
Constant Wairy. The book is subtitled

An Intimate Account of the Years of
Supremacy.

Myron L. Joseph ’61, “Deferred
The Summer 1992 issue of the

Administrative Law Journal of the
American University includes an

We were delighted to hear from
several alumni authors, and we hope
to hear from more. If you can send a
copy of your publication, we will pass
it along to the law library. —K.E. T.

article by Romney Cullers ’90; “The
Appointment of the Comptroller
General: Formal and Functional
Perspectives.”

When the New York Times ran an
article on July 20, 1992, about novels
by lawyers (page C6), it listed five
upcoming books. Two of the five
were by CWRU law graduates. Not
only that, the authors are 1971

From Cynthia L. Moore ’85, who
recently opened her own practice in
the D.C. area as a specialist in
government relations, we have a list
of recent publications:

classmates: Maynard F. Thomson
and Richard North Patterson.
Thomson’s Trade Secrets and Patter
son’s Degree of Guilt are both due out
early in 1993, from Simon & Schuster
and Alfred A. Knopf respectively. For
Thomson, a litigator in the Cleveland
office of Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue,
this is a first published book.
Patterson, a securities litigator in the
San Francisco firm of McCutchen,
Doyle, Brown & Enersen, is an old
hand at the author game: this book is
his fifth. The two authors will be
honored at a reception January 21 at
the law school; see back cover.

“Using the lessons learned from U.S.
and English law to create a regula
tory framework for charities in
evolving democracies,” in Voluntas
(international journal of voluntary
and nonprofit organizations).
Fall 1992.

Eiduciary Duties and Other Laws
Applicable to Public Retirement
Systems, prepared for the National

Number 1): “Much Ado About
Nothing: NLRB Regulation of Union
Affiliation Elections.’’ He is an
associate professor (a recent promo
tion) of law at Widener University in
Delaware, and director of Widener’s
Summer International Institute in
Switzerland. The institute, which
Sprang developed, opened last
summer; besides directing it. Sprang
taught a course on comparative labor
and employment law.

Proctor P. Jones ’48 is the author of
Napoleon, recently issued by Proctor
Jones Publishing/Random House.
Writing in the San Francisco Chronicle
(October 19, 1992), Bob Thompson
described it as a “sumptuous new
book’’ (444 pages, $85) and praised
Jones’s “superb editing” of the
memoirs of Napoleon’s secretary.

Exchanges of Real Estate.” Another
short piece by Joseph, “Exchanging
property eliminates gains tax,”
appeared in the Milwaukee Journal.
Joseph is with the Milwaukee firm of
Whyte & Hirschboeck. He holds the
LL.M. in tcixation from Georgetown
University and has chaired the tax
sections of the Milwaukee and
Wisconsin bars.

Craig A. Marvinney ’82 sends news
of two publications. “How Courts
Interpret Pharmaceutical Manufac
turer Communications to Consumers”
is in the Food and Drug Law Journal
(47:1), and “Pharmaceutical Manufac
turer Warnings and Investigational
Drugs” is in the New York State Bar
Association’s Food, Drug, Cosmetics,
and Medical Device Law Digest (9:21).
Marvinney is with Reminger &
Reminger in Cleveland.

Michael K. Magness ’73 and his wife

Council on Teacher Retirement,
September 1992.

and business partner, Carolyn M.
Wehmann, have edited the second,
revised edition of Your New Lawyer:

“How does Vermont’s congressman
stack up?” in the Berkshire [Mas
sachusetts] Eagle and the Bennington
[Vermont] Banner, February 1992.

The Legal Employer’s Complete Guide
to Recruitment, Development, and
Management, published in 1992 by

Kenneth A. Sprang ’78 has an article
in the New York University Review of
Law and Social Change (Volume XIX,

The September 1992 issue of the
Wisconsin Lawyer, the state bar
publication, includes an article by

“How the Thomas case has pushed
sexual harassment to the main
stream,” Bennington Banner,
October 17, 1991.

Brian R. Henry ’87, an antitrust
lawyer in the Washington office of
Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue, is co
author of three recen\ publications. '
With Phillip A. Proger: Department of
Justice and'Federal Trade Commission
1992 Horizontal Merger Guidelines,
supplement to BNA’s Antitrust Aspects
of Mergers and Acquisitions (1992);
Physician-Controlled Provider Systems
and Price-Pixing: Enhanced Depart
ment of Justice Scrutiny in the 1990’s
(1991).
With John J. Miles: Health Care
Antitrust Law Developments—1991, in
Clark Boardman’s 1992 Health Law
Handbook.

Case Western Reserve University School of Law

the American Bar Association’s
Section of Law Practice Management.
The new book updates and greatly
enlarges a book first published in
1983.
Magness worked for the law school
following his graduation, then
became director of placement for the
New York University School of Law;
in 1980-81 he was president of the
National Association for Law Place
ment. Before forming Magness &
Wehmann, a management consulting
firm, he was executive director of
Martindale Services, a MartindaleHubbell law placement subsidiary.

An article by inese A. Neiders ’86 on
juror questionnaires—“How to Save
Your Client While Saving the Court
Time”—appeared recently in the
September/October issue of Mouth
piece, the newsletter of the New York
State Association of Criminal Defense
Lawyers. It has appeared (or will
appear) in several other publications
as well.

Class Notes
1959

by Beth Hlabse

Robert A. Blattner has been
elected president of the Board
of Trustees of the Cleveland
Play House for a three-year
term.

1933

E. Clark Morrow was awarded
Denison University’s “Distin
guished Service Award” for his
“extraordinary commitment”
to the Denison community.
Michele Tolela Myers,
president of the university,
made the presentation at the
1992 commencement.

1936

The Toledo Blade devoted the
full front page of its Section B
on Sunday, November 1, 1992,
to Don J. Young, who after
forty years in judicial robes is
something of a monument in
Northwest Ohio. Young was
appointed in 1952 (and later
re-elected) to the Court of
Common Pleas in Huron
County; in 1965 President
Lyndon B. Johnson named him
to the U.S. District Court.
Though he took senior status
in 1980, Young still keeps a full
docket.

1955

William E. Aurelius was re
elected judge of the Cuyahoga
County Common Pleas Court.

1957

David T. Matia was re-elected
to the Ohio Court of Appeals,
Eighth District.

Saul Eisen has been named
president-elect of the National
Association of Bankruptcy
Trustees and profiled on this
occasion in Crain’s Cleveland
Business. He is the longestserving panel trustee—32
years—in the United States.
In Cleveland Gerald E. Fuerst
was re-elected clerk of the
county courts.

1967

Terry W. Raney announces
the opening of his law offices
in Richmond, Virginia. His
practice will focus on divorce,
estate planning, and small
business.

1972

Alvin M. Podboy, Jr. has been
named chair of the National
Legal Resources Committee of
the American Association of
Law Libraries. He will also
serve as the AALS representa
tive to the Law Library of
Congress.
David B. Weinstein made the
pages of the National Law
Journal, September 21, 1992,
under the heading “Partner
Poised for Porker Pucker.”
Seems that Weinstein was one
of fourteen contenders in a
Kiss a Pig contest to raise
money for the Cayuga County
(New York) Arts Council.
According to the NU: “Mr.
Weinstein was so eager to
smooch the swine, his wife
Lydia says, that he is catching
an early flight back from the
20th reunion at Cleveland’s
Case Western Reserve
University Law School.” On
November 2 the NU revisited
the story. By now Weinstein
was “the dubious winner,”
despite a public campaign
against him by one of his law
partners, who wrote in a local
newspaper that “Weinstein is
the most offensive example of
humanity we could foist on
pigdom in Central New York.”
The tale concludes: “Mr.
Weinstein compares approach
ing Wilbur to peck him on the
top of his wiry-haired head to
the nervousness of a first date.
‘It was scary, but worthwhile,’
he says, adding that it raised
about $2,000 lor the arts.” In
the photo below (courtesy
Jackie Majerus and the NU)
Weinstein is with Wilbur and
Amy Whiffen (Wilbur’s owner).

1973

James M. Petro was elected
Cuyahoga County commis
sioner.

1974

Lillian J. Greene was re
elected judge for the Cuyahoga
County Common Pleas Court,
and Stephanie Tubbs Jones
was re-elected Cleveland city
prosecutor. Newly elected:
Christine T. McMonagie to the
Domestic Relations Division of
the Court of Common Pleas.

1976

Roger L. Shumaker has been
elected to a three-year term as
a trustee of the Ohio Presbyte
rian Retirement Services
Foundation.

1977

The National City Corporation
has promoted Mark M. Biars
to senior vice president and
group manager of practice
departments. He also serves
as legal counsel for corporate
identity issues, and for Vision,
National City’s cost base
redesign program.
Janet R. Burnside was
re-elected to the Court of
Common Pleas, Cuyahoga
County.

1980

Kenneth D. Berman recently
formed a new law firm. Lodge
& Berman, in Plymouth
Meeting, Pennsylvania. He is
also a co-founder of Argosy
Capital, a private investment
firm that structures, invests in,
and manages businesses and
real estate projects.

1981

Peter M. Sikora was re-elected
judge of the Cuyahoga County
Common Pleas Court, Juvenile
Division.

1983

Jeremy Gilman is among the
new partners announced by
Benesch, Friedlander, Coplan
& Aronoff in Cleveland.

1984

Robert F. Linton has left the
partnership of Weston, Hurd,
Fallon, Paisley & Howley to
start his own trial practice in
Cleveland; he will concentrate
in personal injury and general
civil litigation.
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1985
Newly made partners in
Cleveland firms: Brent D.
Ballard, Jeanne E. Longmulr,
J. Patrick Morris, and Ann
Harlan Young at Calfee, Halter
& Griswold; Mark D. Thomp
son and Kevin Harlan Young
at Benesch, Friedlander,
Coplan & Aronoff.

1986

Scott Antel was a member of
the Royal Canoe Club’s dragon
boat crew that won the United
Kingdom’s National Cham
pionships in Nottingham.
In October Charles H. Norchl
was appointed director of the
Internationai League for
Human Rights, a nongovern
mental organization of the

Elizabeth A. Kaveny
Epstein, Zaideman & Essig
Chicago, lilinois

United Nations. He commutes
between New York and New
Haven, where he continues to
teach a course at Yale (Rights
and Security in the Interna
tionai System).

Since we published a Place
ment Report in the September
In Brief, we have had news of
employment from the
following:

1988
Jeffrey J. Baldassari of Baker

Susan V. Belanger
Arter & Hadden
Cleveland, Ohio

Kevin M. Kralj
Cafaro Company
Youngstown, Ohio

Michael J. Benza
Legal Resource Centre
Johannesburg, South Africa

Katharine E. Mason
Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue
Cleveland, Ohio

Who’s Who in American Law,
Who’s Who in the Midwest, and
Who’s Who in Finance and
Industry.

Sean J. Ftdiey
Woods, Oviatt, Gilman, Stuman
& Clarke
Rochester, New York

Forrest A. Norman 111
Hermann, Cahn & Schneider
Cleveland, Ohio

1990

Thomas F. Geczik
Ernst & Young
Cleveland

& Hostetler has been selected
by the editors of Marquis
Who’s Who as a biographical
nominee for the forthcoming

Michael W. Wise was elected
to the Ohio House of Repre
sentatives for District 15.

1992

James M. Kanski
Coopers & Lybrand
New York, New York

Deborah M. Kirstein
Joseph Ulrich Law Offices
Painesville, Ohio

Kirk L. Perry
McClain & Hageman
Cleveland, Ohio
Christopher T. Tall
CWRU, University
Development
Cleveland, Ohio

1993 Law Alumni Weekend
Class ReunionsSaturday, September 18
If your law class year is . ..
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... we would like your help in planning a class reunion.

J'

Write or call the Office of External Affairs, CWRU School of Law, 11075
East Boulevard, Cleveland, OH 44106-7148—216/368-3860.
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In Memoriam
Solomon J. Krohn ’24

October 29, 1992
Frank M. Votaw ’27

June 23, 1992
Gilbert Eisenberg ’29

November 13, 1992
Charles J. Snoble ’29

October 18, 1992
Paul E. Lees ’30

August 30, 1992
Paul N. Sanderson ’30

October 16, 1992

James A. Gleason ’31

Society of Benchers
October 19, 1992
Franklin Southard ’31

April 16, 1992
Paul W. Walter ’32

Society of Benchers
November 4, 1992
Arthur F. Werner ’37

October 28, 1991
Charles O.
DeWoody ’38

John B. McDonald ’41

August 20, 1992
Joseph L. Mazanec ’42

October 28, 1992
Don C. Gardner ’44

May 18, 1990,
Iona Caldwell
Maurath ’47

November 13, 1992
Jack Ernest Butler ’48

December 12, 1991

October 18, 1992

Delmar A.
Christensen ’48

Robert S. Munn ’38

May 29, 1992

October 23, 1992

Kent R. Minshall ’48

September 22, 1992

Michael Pereksta ’48

July 21, 1992
William H.
Thompson ’48

April 15, 1992
Francis X. Diana ’50

January 24, 1992
George A. Beis ’51

December 17, 1991
John W. Ticoras ’53

May 24, 1992
Neil W. Whitfield ’54

October 19, 1992
Peter J. Grishman ’69

Octobers, 1991
Michelle M. Simon ’84

September 24, 1992

Case Western Reserve University School of Law

Missing Persons
Please help! Listed below are graduates for whom the law school
has no mailing address. Some are long lost; some have recently
disappeared; some may be deceased. If you have any information—
or even a clue—please call (216/368-3860) or write the Office of
External AfMrs, Case Western Reserve University School of Law,
11075 East Boulevard, Cleveland, Ohio 44106.

Case Western Reserve
University
Law Alumni Association
Officers
President
Sara J. Harper ’52

Vice President
Class of 1943

Class of 1967

Class of 1981

David J. Winer

Thomas F. Girard
Donald J. Reino

James F. Anadell
Luis A. Cabanillas, Jr.
Cherry Ferguson (LLM)
Herbert L. Lawrence

Edward Kancler ’64

Regional Vice Presidents

Class of 1971

Class of 1983

Christopher R.
Conybeare
Michael D. Franke
Michael D. Paris

Douglas C. Bargar
David Steele Marshall
Alayne Marcy Rosenfeld
Robert L. Smith

Akron—Edward Kaminski ’59
Boston—Dianne Hobbs ’81
Canton—Stephen F. Belden ’79
Chicago—Miles J. Zaremski ’73
Cincinnati—Barbara F. Applegarth ’79
Columbus—Nelson E. Genshaft ’73
Los Angeles—David S. Weil, Jr. ’70
New York—Richard J. Schager, Jr. ’78
Philadelphia—Marvin L. Weinberg ’77
Pittsburgh—John W. Powell ’77
San Francisco—Margaret J. Grover ’83
Washington, D.C.—
Douglas W. Charnas ’78

Class of 1951

Class of 1973

Class of 1985

Secretary

Robert L. Quigley

Mark W. Altier
Thomas A. Clark
Thomas D. Colbridge
Richard J. Cronin

Glenn 1. Levin
Paul A. Steckler

David D. Green ’82
Detroit, Michigan

Class of 1948
Hugh McVey Bailey
Walter Bernard Corley
Joseph Norman Frank
Kenneth E. Murphy
Albert Ohralik
James L. Smith

Class of 1969
Gary L. Cannon
G. Warren Daane, Jr.
Howard M. Simms
Marc C. Goodman

Class of 1970

Class of 1949
Benjamin F. Kelly, Jr.
Coleman L. Lieber

Class of 1950
Oliver Fiske Barrett, Jr.

Class of 1952
Anthony C. Caruso
Allan Arthur Riippa

Class of 1974
Class of 1954
Robert G. Westropp

Robert G. Adams
Arthur M. Reynolds
Glen M. Rickies

Class of 1958
Leonard David Brown

Class of 1964
Dennis R. Canfield
Frank M. VanAmeringen
Ronald E. Wilkinson

Class of 1965
Salvador y Salcedo
Tensuan (LLM)
Robert F. Gould
Harvey Leiser

Lee J. Dunn, Jr. ’70
Boston, Massachusetts

Class of 1988

Board of Governors

Monica C. Kalker
Leslie A. Shoup

Class of 1989

Class of 1976
A. Carl Maier

Joseph K. Abood
James Burdett
Gwenna Rose Wootress

Class of 1978

Class of 1990

Andrew J. Herschkowitz
Maryatt Malchak
Robert E. Owens
Lenore M. J. Simon

Mark E. Doll
Kieran R. Kennedy
Candace D. Kisner
Michael A. Mitchell
Nick S. Regas

Class of 1979
Corbie V. C. Chupick
Gregory Allan McFadden
Edward C. Moore

Class of 1991
Joseph A. Pfundstein

Class of 1992
Class of 1980

Class of 1966

Treasurer

Edward M. Aretz
Ralf W. Greenwood

Mark A. Scher

Class of 1962
Richard A. Ruppert
(LLM)

Class of 1987

Class of 1975

Class of 1961
James E. Meder

Class of 1982
Heather J. Broadhurst
Robert D. Falk
Darlene D. McClellan
Stephen A. Watson

Stephen Edward Dobush
Lewette A. Fielding

Michael A. Tonya

Thomas B. Ackland ’70
Los Angeles, California
Carolyn Watts Allen ’72
Susan E. Austin-Carney ’88
Allen B, Bickart ’56
Phoenix, Arizona
Nicholas E. Calio ’78
Washington, D.C.
Gerald B. Chattman ’67
Lloyd J. Colenback ’53
Toledo, Ohio
Angela B. Cox ’87
Atlanta, Georgia
David L. Edmunds, Jr. ’78
Buffalo, New York
Stephen C. Ellis ’72
Elizabeth Frank ’88
Washington, D.C.
Ian S. Haberman ’82
Medina, Ohio
Theodore M. Mann, Jr. ’76
Telly C. Nakos ’90
Chicago, Illinois
Raymond C. Pierce ’83
Alvin M. Podboy, Jr. ’72
Mary Ann Rabin ’78
Jan Lee Roller ’79
James H. Ryhal ’52
Tracy L. Taylor ’91
Toledo, Ohio
Carla M. Tricarichi ’82
John D. Wheeler ’64
Ann Harlan Young ’85
Patrick M. Zohn ’78

Calendar of Events
<

n
West-of-Cleveland Alumni Luncheon, Elyria

Jan

Authors’ Reception (see page 32)
Thursday, January 21
honoring
Richard N. Patterson ’71
Degree of Guilt
Maynard F. Thomson ’71
Trade Secrets
All are welcome. No charge. Call 216/368-3308.
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Youngstown Alumni Luncheon
American Bar Association Midyear Meeting
Boston Alumni Reception
Ault Mock Trial Team Night
Phlegm Snopes Basketball Tournament, Final Game
New York Alumni Reception
Philadelphia Alumni Luncheon
Buffalo Alumni Luncheon
Admissions Open House
Arthur W. Fiske Memorial Lecture
Professor Eric T. Freyfogle, University of Illinois

1819
25

Law-Medicine Center—Conference in London
Distributive Justice and Health Care

26
2627

Pittsburgh Alumni Luncheon

Sumner Canary Lecture
Professor Catharine A. MacKinnon,
University of Michigan

Midwestern People of Color
Legal Scholarship Conference
Detroit Alumni Activity, date t.b.a.
Toledo Alumni Luncheon

Law JJenfeu; ^anquet

1618
17

Conference—Canada/U.S. Law Institute (see page 26)
An Industrial Policy for North America
Dunmore Moot cWrt Competition, Final Round

20

Journal of International Law 25th Anniversary Banquet

29

Washington, D.C., A^l!mn/Rel|eption
Law School Centennial Dinner
Commencement

I

Law Alumni Weekend, Class Reunions

For further information: Office of External Affairs
Case Western Reserve University
School of Law
11075 East Boulevard
Cleveland, Ohio 44106-7148
216/368-3860
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